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What would happen in Sidney 
earthquake struck at two o’clock 
morning, if electricity failed, if buildings ? 
collapsed and if fire broke out?
Well, according to information given s 
town council on Monday night, there t 
would be no plan ready to go into i 
operation. The town has no disaster ;; 
contingency strategy. ^
To consider this eventuality a committee- 
of-the-whole meeting of council will be : 
held in May, Fire chiefs, police officials i 
and all others concerned will be assembled ; 
and some sort of a scheme will be worked i 
out to deal with disaster.
It was pointed out, at Monday’s 
meeting, that the people on the spot are, 
usually, responsible for putting a plan into 
action. Help can be obtained from the 
province and, in fact, from several sources, 
but, in the final analysis, the mayor and 
council or other local authority carries the 
load of primary responsibility.
If there was a fire at the airport, a major 
aircraft crash or some other disaster, said 
Alderman Jim Lang the federal department 
of transport would be immediately in 
charge.
In such an event, said Mayor Dick Leigh, 
there was a possibility that fire and other 
control equipment, coming to the scene 
; from the three Peninsula municipalities, 
i would jam up and bottleneck and, to avoid 
I this, meetings are scheduled during which 
^ approach routes will be worked out. .
I Alderman Jerry Tregaskis supported the ^ 
L view^ that disaster procedure in local 
^ tragedies was the responsibility of council.
I This had ;beerL;clearly pointed but; he said, ! 
' at a national conference on this subject he p
attended some time ago in Ottawa.
Pdlice Issue Warning To 
Persons Using Verdier Park
Verdier Park by the Mill 
Bay Ferry slip in Brentwood 
was the scene of more 
incidents over the week.
Police, who patrol the 
area frequently, saw a 
young girl attempt to hide 
some object in the trees as 
the police cruiser ap­
proached, A case of beer 
was discovered and seized. 
During the next evening, 
Saturday, more than $500 
of wilful damage was done 
lb a car parked beside the 
park. Its windshield was 
smashed, paint scraped, 
a'lid the roof dented by 
someone jumping on it.
Sometime during the 
week police c'onnseated a 
hashish pipe from a person 
found in the park.
Parents, Police Chief 
Bob Miles remarked, ought
to feel concerned if they 
know their sons and 
daughters congregate in 
Verdier Park.
‘NO NEGOTIATION’ 
WITH MAYOR WESTWOOD 
SA YS BOB WRIGHT
Absolute Freeze On Marina Expansion 
Proposal Pending In North Saanich
By JIM GUTHRIE
Hi.s marina expansion proposal in Tsehum Harbour torpedoed by 
North Saanich Council Monday night. Bob Wright will meet with his 
advisors before making any decisions on legal action.
In the meantime, Wright said, he will try to have the 22 acres he owns 
on Tsehum Harbour removed from the Agricultural Land Reserve and 
subdivided into half-acre lots.
When asked if he would return to bargain with North Saanich Council 
if he’s successful in having his land removed from the ALR, Wright said 
there would be no further negotiation “as long as Goerge Westwood is 
mayor of North Saanich.’’
Council voted
unanimously to reject the 
recommendations for 
limited expansion suggested 
by its Advi,sory Planning 
Commission.
Before this motion, a 
resolution by Aid. O.B. 
Philp to table the issue until 
the Capital Region 
District’s Foreshore 
Management Committee 
submits its report, was 
rejected by a four to three 
count by couhcil. Aldermen 
Philp, Cumming and 
Thompson voted to table 
the issue and Aldermen 
Farthing, Lapham, 
Sherwood and the mayor 
opposed.
Speaking to his tabling 
motion, Alderman Philp
said: “While 1 have no 
difficulty in denying further 
marina development at this 
time, 1 am concerned that 
this could lead to an im­
mediate start on the 
residential development 
which is the owner’s right. 
In my opinion there would 
be no difficulty getting the 
land removed from the 
ALR, piped water is 
available to the property 
and, with a proper drainage 
system, 1 suspect the land 
would percolate. In this 
event the area could be 
subdivided into half acre 
Jots and, with the exception 
of the 200 foot buffer strip 
required by the Community 
Plan, the aesthetic qualities 
of this environment might
Gonik)^
TEENAGERS keep their eye on the ball in an 
attempt to beat the pinball machine for free
game.s at 
Sidney.





The Driftwood, a weekly 
newspaper published in 
Ganges, Saltspring Island 
has recent ly been sold.
The announcement was 
made by Tony Richards, 
who with his wife Alice, 
negotiated a deal to pur­
chase the newspaper. Mr. 
Richards is the son of the 
former owner Frank 
Richards, publisher of the 
paper for tlic past 12 years 
and former editor of The 
Sidney Review,
BvTOM BURLEY Si reel. The Arcade helps lo keep
Young people have a Carol’s Place opened in the deliiuiueiicy down, she
hard time fiiuliiig en- mid-July. It is a place, adds, bill there is always
leriaiitiiienl in Sidney. Carol says, for kids lo go going to he some van-
INpeciulIv if you are al and be with friends, ll also dalism.
tlic awkward age where you allows her to do a mimhcr However, Sidney UCMP
eaiiiKU al ford a ear lo go to of ilte crafts that she sells say vatidalisiii i s iioi any
lowii and not old enough or locally and ai llic B.C, more significatii n lliis area
ricii enougli lo visii ;i luuel Ferry lerniinal in the than any other, acidiii!’ iliai
or Ollier estahlisliiiieiit lltai summer. il is not ail eas y tiling 10
offers diversion, “It helps lo keep llic kids judge.
Purliallv lo fiiinil a vnid nff ilie street and in otic Tliere have heen ah'ohoT
ill Sidney’s social world and spot. If they arc logctlier sei/.iires al llie i car of llie
ID provide a workshop for llieii maybe they won't have hiiildiiig. hill lo (hugs,
Iter erafl, Carol Biiritsoii a guy going off and rob- 'There have heen no alcohol
opeuties an arcade on 1 liird hiiig some place, she says. • or drug sei/.uics inside llie
arcade.
“'the kids realize that 
drugs or alcohol arc not 
allowed in llie Arcade. I 
don’t like them in the place 
and if they bring them in 
they will he kicked out," 
Carol said.
Sonic people live been 
barred, There is no reason 
10 liavc the majority of 
llicni Mitfcr just because of 
the actions of a few', Carol 
says.. '
riie pl.'ice gets a hit 
Cniitimied on Piigel
“WE COULD HAVE A SECOND WATERGATE! 
SAYS LAZARZ OVER TAPE DEBATE
99
“We could have had a 
second Watergate," said 
|c:etiiral Saanich Aid. Percy
il.a/iirz, on Monday night 
siiiiiming up a debate on 
whether or not a 
developtiicnt corporation 
should be iillowed to have
access to a tape of a recent 
meeting it held with !i 
council comtnlttce,
A request by Getistar 
Corporation for a copy of 
the tape, recording a recent 
meeting between Genstar 
and the sub-division find
STOLEN BICYCLE 
RECOVERED
A stolen bicycle was 
recovered by Central 
Siuinieh police before It was 
reported stolen.
Police, invesiigniing a 
case of nltempted 
choplifiinir from a shop in 
Brentwood, were seeking 
(he Juvenile concerned. His 
school reported he had been 
foi scvci.sj slays, but 
a police patrol spotted him 
riding a bicycle. He was 
slopped and brought to the 
jiolicc .vuuisHi alatig with the 
bicycle,
While the juvenile was 
being interviewed, «nd
denying everything, a youth 
came in to report his bicycle 
stolen, lie was amazed to 
see it already in police 
custody and identilied as 
his the bicycle the juvenile 
had been riding.
Police commeriied tliai 
the 14-ycar-old httd an 
ut\fuftun,Me family 
background and rather tlum 
prosecute in this case, he 
was being turned over to the 
Jluman ^Bxsources branch 
in the hope that something 
can be done before it is too 
late.
/ Oiling CO 111 in it t cc , 
genciated consitlerablc 
disciihsiun at n Monday 
niglii’s commitiee meeiings 
nf CcII111'lI Saanicli Con iicl I.
(iciisiar said it would 
meet ilie cosi of pioditciiig 
a copy of I be liipc of ihc 
mccliiig at which lltcie was 
discussion of the phased 
dcvdopmciii of 200 acres of 
upland properly on Wallace 
Drive and Beitvcmiio and 
tlte proiuised donation of 
19 acres on Tod Inlet for 
park purposes.
Mayor .lean Butler said 
that tlte recordings were 
made specifically, to assist 
the recording, secretary in 
preparing her ollieial
titiniiics ol the iiicciiiig.
"If v.e release ihe tapes, 
;uc we Helling t) 
precerliMU site “1
don't think wc oiiiihi to
release the tapes and I want 
Hiippori for this posinon," 
the mayor said 
Aid, Percy Lazarz
wc Itavcn'l released iltcni 
hefore to anyone and they 
are generally eiascd after 
mimiles of meetings have 
been approved," he said.
Aid, Tabor agreed it 
would not be good policy to 
lelease the tapes but be 
eiuiniicd: “Do wc have a 
legal right to refiisc? Are 
the tapes a public record?"
file mayor said site bad 
checked with the municipal 





Blood Clinic a 
Sueem '
Sidney Kiusmcit Club Is 
grateful to the cili/eris of 
Sidney for support of the 
Red Cross Blood Donor 
Clinic at Sansclia Hall last 
Tticsdiiy.
Kf'n ' MMfl Pi field, 
presidcni of Sidney Kin 
snu'tt, noted iliai the clinic, 
one of the best ever 
vponsored by the club, 
would Tielp overcome the 
sburiage experienced by the 
Blood Bank
that the tapes ws:re council 
property. /
Altl. Frank Wating saitl 
the retptesi sliould be 
refused beeausc among 
other tilings tapes could be 
edited,
Aid. Dave Hill dkliTi 
mind llic lelcnse of (apes,. 
"This tape, lioweveiHill 
eominned "is tin item by 
item record ;iitd I would like 
to have a compleie tran­
script of the proceedings for 
futurerclerence."
Me urged that such a 
transcript be piepiired.
Discussion tlieii ccimcd 
around wlielher, if n 
transcript were made, 
would il have lo he vet- 
Innmi oi nii edited icsuine, 
The conceiistis was ituil it 
would have to be veiliaiim 
and it was ngreed that ibe 
tapes tire backgrotiiul 
information but not a true 
offieinl record id' n mcetine 
cinee midlicls do ocr,nir,
A nioiioii that penslar be 
informed that rhe com­
mit tee was pot (ueinued to
rcle;i‘,e jlie tapes hut could 
liiivc a copy of the offieiti 
niliiuies carried. ,
Sidney Town Council will 
supporCan application for a 
motor carrier licence in this 
area being made by Jerry 
Conrod, 2280 Beacon, who 
intends to establish a 
Charter Bus Company 
based in Sidney.
In a letter to council, 
considered on Monday 
night, Conrod pointed out 
that, from January 1, B.C. 
Hydro and Vancouver 
Lsland Coach Lines have 
discontinued their charter 
and sightseeing depart­
ments leaving a void in 
transportation for local 
people.
"It is our aim to fill this 
gap by operating a charter 
company based in Sidney. 
One of Ihc advantages will 
he that groups chartering in 
this area w ill no longer have 
10 pay the travelling lime 
for the bus to conic from 
unvn. The usual charge for 
this is 30 minutes on either 
end of the charter which 
adds $35 to $45 per trip," 
the letter points out,
Up to this point, Conrod 
said, the company had 
purchased seven coaches, 
four of which were air- 
conditioned. There were 
plans to buy four more, 
hopefully double-deckers.
Originally the company 
planned to employ four 
drivers,The letter said.
The motion of support 
passed Council although 
Aid. Ross Martin said that 
he was angry and upset by 
‘this : whole ’ transit 
authority rip-off."
Without elaborating he 
discribed the whole tran­




The three Central 
Saanich youth.s arrested last 
week after a spree of 
window smashing, using 
hexagonal nuts as missiles, 
arc facing further charges 
as more incidents are 
coming to light.
A Wilkinson Road 
resident phoned Central 
Saanich police to say that 
his front window had been 
smashed by u licxagonul nut 
hut he had thought it 
useless to report it until 
after he liad read Ittsi 
week's news item,
A Ml. Newton X Rond 
resident reported having 
found It hexagonal nut that 
presumably hud mls.scd Its 
intended murk, in his 
driveway.
The trio have been 
summoned to appear in 




pson agreed with Philp and 
said “that by denying the 
APC recommendation 
outright we are opening the 
door to possible, probable 
litigation.
After the motion to reject 
APC recommendations 
passed unanimously, 
Alderman Edgar Farthing 
served notice that he will 
introduce a motioiv at the 
next council meeting that 
no more water leases 
whatsoever be granted in 
North Saanich.
“With 2i0 miles of 
coastline in the whole 
Capital Region pistrict and 
17 miles in NortlvSaanich,” 
Farthing . said,y ‘‘we are ; 
already supplying more 
than five times our share of- ; 
berthing space.” 
i^kjqhn:: 'v,:Tapham;;;;:;-said 
iFartteing’s proposed motion 
is a policy .statement which 
could be overturned by 
future councils.
pric Sherwood ^agreed 
with Farthing, saying,
“Tsehum Harbbur ; is 
already packed wijh boat 
houses and, in niy opinion, 
there is no roorh for future 
water lease expansion."
Although a large turnout 
was expected at council, 
only about 20 people, 
including Wright and his 
staff and the press, were in 
council chambers.
i Wright said this was 
ihdicativc of how op­
position to his marina






.lo-Ann Thcakci llcvv out 
of I’at Bay Airport 
last week to take a post as 
dental assistant at the new 
King Faisal Specialist 
Hospital and Research 
Centre in Rcyndh, Saudi 
Arabia.
DatiglUci of Mr. ami 
jvirs. I.uwrence Thcakcr, 
8669 Ebor Ten ace, J o- Ann 
has been assisiant In Sidney 
to Dr. Ragnm Ecg foi ihe 
pasi three years. She 
grathiaicd in Ihc first ela.ss 
of denial assistanii* from 
Camosun C'ollcgc in 1975, 
,Io-nnn will work in ihc. 






Ruin Island, iui 11.6-acrc 
traci jii!.i cast of Gooch 
Nlatid. has been iMahlishcd 
us a piovincia! marine 
park.
n win Viirtwa as Isle- 
dc l.is vj’iovind.'il Marine 
I'ajk, ivcvoiihng, lo MLA 
lot Suanich and llic Isiaiids
Hugh Curl is.
riic island bus the 
doubtful distinction of 
being the Gulf Island 
closest to the Uniied States 
and is said lo have been 
used as a siasli for rum 
runners crosslrig tlte border 
during prohibition years.
J lU! island was donaicd
to the province in 1971 by 
the owner, Mrs, Renee 
Maccaud Nelson, on the 
umkrsianding that she 
could use It during her 
Hfciimc and ihot It would 
become « provincial park 
after her death, Mrs. 
Nelson chose the name. Ise- 
de 1 .is herself and asked
that it he given to the park 
whcnil wnscBinbllshcd,
“tvhii. Nclsuii iias tiuw 
passed on," said Curtis, 
"but her 8encro.sity and the 
legacy she has left will 
aiway,s he remembered by 
the people of Brltlih 
Columbia."
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Prompt Reporting Allows Central Saanich Police Time To Nab Vandals
Hearing noises outside 
his house on Slugget Ave. 
last Saturday evening a 
Brentwood householder
looked out and saw a gang 
of youths running away. 
Police were notified im­
mediately and two cruisers
converged on the scene.
Three youths were 
prehended and they 
mitted having just
hotel Sidney
EMTERTAIMMENT FOR THE LOUNGE
Monday, January 29th 8 - 11 p.m.
Country Entertainment 
with
Rob Hollis and Norm Winquest
dalized five mail boxes.
Parents were called and, 
rather than face charges the 
culprits promi.sed to restore 
the mail boxes to better 
condition than they had 
been before the incident.
Police Chief Bob Miles 
says the work has been 
completed satisfactorily 
and points out that once 
again prompt reporting 
leads to effective police 
action.
In contrast, the chief 
cited another case on 
Keating X Rd. where a 
householder finally phoned 
police after having been 
disturbed for half an hour 
by a vehicle being driven 
noisily in the parking lot of 
a nearby shopping centre. 




Two other incidents 
mail boxes being over­
turned were reported during 
the week. The reports, 
however, were well after the 
events, and police could not 
trace the vandals.
Marina Expansion Torpedoed I
JUST EIGHT 
NAMES
On the first voters list 
which appeared for the 
Saanich District after 
Vancouver Island became a 
united British Colony in 
1H.‘'8, there are listed just 
eight names: William 
Thomson, Henry Simpson, 
Duncan Lidgatc, Cicorge. 
Decks, .lohn Coles, Aeneas 
McPhail, Leon Morrcl, and 
■lohn Augustus Bull.
Continued from Page 1
expansion proposal had 
dropped off after he of­
fered to donate 15 acres of 
land to North Saanich for a 
marine park. “The 742 
North Saanich residents 
who signed the petition 
opposing the development 
did so before 1 made an 
offer to donate the land,” 
he said.
Wright said he was 
surprised at council’s 
decision. He said he had 
hired bird experts and 
consultants to ensure that 
“we could have birds, 
boaters and people in 
harmony in Tsehum 
Harbour.”
• “After the APC dealt 
with that part of the 
proposal for a year, 1 would
have thought that council 
would have sat down with 
us and discussed the 
possibility of the offer of 12 
acres and the shoreline 
going from private to public 
ownership.”
“Any immediate marina 
development is shelved for 
the present year. But not 
housing. We have no 
alternative but to go ahead 
in the direction to have the
land removed from the 
ALR.”
Wright said George 
Westwood lost sight of the 
objectives and thought it 
was a political fight.
Wright said he thought 
he was being mistreated by 
council because the land 
was zoned marina when he 
purchased it in June, 1976. 
“They down-zoned it three 
months after 1 bought it,” 
he said. “Something will
¥
€CAROL ’S’






m. SELECTED FROM REGULAR STOCK BY FAMOUS MAKERS 
iNOiVIDUALLY PRICED. CHECK THE OUTSTANDING DORMAN’S YALUES.




Velours and Polyester knits
mmmm,
See our Bargain Table end 
BARGAIN TABLE Rack for super buys on 
and RACK many one of a kind items 
individually priced to clear.
SUITS All from regular stock wools, blends 2 ft 3>pce.
r ' , ' I 11 ll ,‘l j
u 30% OFF
sron JACKETS Ail from regular stock wools, blends. Regular to $125.00 
ONE LOW PRICE
m
i'.Vk TV 'll ■: \'t 'lill'iji' V i’’ '.r''I '
LOOK FOR MANY NON-ADVERTISED SPECIALS!!!
HAIHIGOATS
Entiro regular stock 
Aquascutum, 
London Fog. 25% OFF
PANTS
All regular stock 20% OFF
PERSONAL SHOPPINO ONLY
COlWE EARLY FOR BEST SELECTION 
MIINOR ALTERATIONS FREE 
NO EXCHANGE OR REFUNDS
Continued from Page 1
rowdy occasionally but it’s 
a periodic thing and dif­
ficult to explain. It could be 
the pressure of exams, 
school, home or whatever. 
Carol, who is helped out by 
her husband, William, 
closes the place if it gets too 
rowdy. And the kids know 
it.
But it appears that the 
kids who come to the ar­
cade to play pin-ball and 
shoot pool, respect Carol’s 
Arcade.
“Unlike other arcades in 
the area”, William says, 
“we have never been 
robbed. Only once we were 
entered and it looked like 
they shot some eight ball 
and there was a pile of 
cigarett butts where they 
had played pin-ball. But 
nothing was broken.
“I think it offers some 
control over vandalism. 
Parents know that if they 
phone the place and the 
kids are there they will be 
able to talk to them,” 
William says.
“1 don’t think we 
contribute”, Carol says, “1 
hope we help, control. We 
open at 2:30 so kids won’t 
quit school to come down 
here. We cIo.se at 9 p.m. 
because, police suggested, it 
would help get the streets 
cleared by 11 p.m., which 
they felt was late enough. 
We stay open until 11 p.m. 
on Friday and Saturday, if 
they behave.”
Carol and William, 
recovered alcoholics for 
more than eight years, have 
a nine year old daughter at 
Sidney elementary. William 
is temporarily out of work 
as a custodian for Saanich 
School District because of a 
neck injury.
Carold has written two 
children’s books, one “A 
Case of Cougar Creek” the 
other as yet untitled. She 
writes word puzzles for 
some publications in the 
U.S., carves, stains glass, 
makes wall hangings, 
jewellery and macrame. She 
sold most of her crafts at 
Christmas time in local 
stores. She is beginning to 
build up a stock again.
Carol recently had to 
close the Arcade because of 
her health. Wc received 
many phone calls asking 
when it would re-open, 
William said.
Carol was taken to 
hospital last week with a 
viral infection of the nerve 
leading to the brain. This 
paralysed half of her face 
and eliminated hand and 
eye co-ordination.
The arcade is expected to 
rc-open Monday.
“1 wanted to open rrkluy 
but the doctor said no, wait 
till Monday. And that 
undoubtly pleases the kids 
that come to Carol’s place.
Greg Cameron, 16, a 
Parklands student, says: 
“If il wasn’t for Carol's 
place they'd proably have a 
lot of people hanging 
around on the corners at 
night. It's a good place to
come and meet friends, and 
it’s a challenge to beat the 
machine.”
“It’s better to come here 
and spend a dollar or two 
than go out and buy booze 
or grass. Some believe that 
the people here rip-off 
places for the money they 
get. Most of the people that 
come here work,” Cameron 
says.
Vernon Lyons, 17 also 
goes to Parkland and works 
part-time at a tomato farm. 
He comes to play pin-ball 
and says its better than 
sitting around. We could 
use a movie theatre, he 
adds. They all seem to agree
the place is non-profit; 
really for kids, and Carol is 
a nice lady.
have to be done with that |5| 
land,” he added “My T 
business licence cost in- f?| 
creased by 200 per cent last| 
year and my taxes were | 
increased by 31 percent.”, y;
“I have about $1 million |f| 
tied up in that property.” | *
Council members op-r| 
posing the tabling motion | 
told The Review after the | 
meeting that they opposed f 
it because if they had tabled ; 
it and the Shoreline | 
Management Report j 
(expected to be released' in 
about a year) recommended,: 
limited expansion wag" 
desirable at Tsehurn 
Harbour then North 
Saanich Council would be- 






733A Coldstream Avc. 
Langford 478-0322
^Custom Built Firoplaco Screens 
^Fireplace Accessories 
*M0tol Fireplaces and Chimneys 













9810 Fourth St.^ Sidney
* Steel Mig Welding
* Aluminum Mig Welding
♦ Equipment Manufacturing^








HOT ROAST BEEI', HAM 
ANDTURKEY.
PI US SEA FOOD AND 
SAI.ADS
DESSERT WITH COFFEE ORTBA 
Only $8,50 
Monday—• Friday 
Flol Lunch Special 
$2.95
-----■„




AMEmCM EXPRESS THE BEACON
NEXT TO SAFEWAY PARKING LOT ■ Phone 656-5421
FRESH POULTRY - EGGS ■ FISH
OPEN Monday-Saturday 9-G; Friday 9-9
FRESH
2451 Beacon Avenue 
656-4435
WE DOH’T HAVE MANY SALES BUT WHEN WE DO... THEY’RE 6HEAT!
FRIDAY-SATURDAY ONLY 
Grade 'A’ Utility Grade 





tirumstucks Backs ft Necks
irib.
Oysters Vi pint ea. *1“*
Smoked Local Cod lb. *2""
Salted Herring lb. 89*
Finnan Haddies lb. *2»
Finnish Turunmaa il!
Cheese 5jg9|b,








rfhe annual installation 
of. ■ officers of Victory 
Temple #36, Pythian
Sisters, was held Tuesday, 
January 9, 1979 in the 
Castle Hall, 4th. St. Sidney 
B.C.
The installing officer was 
the District Deputy, Sister 
Peggy Carlson.
Those installed to officer
were; — Past Chief - Agnes 
Johnson; Most Excellent 
Chief - Eva Tonge; 
Excellent Senior - Doreen 
Walders; Excellent Junior - 
Mary Armstrong; Manager 
- Lillian Blow; Secretary - 
Esther Berry; Treasurer - 
Catherine Campbell; 
Protector - Elsie Mahon; 
Guard - Clara McAmmond; 
Musian - Margery Smith.
Year End Sale
ON
Kroehler Hi-Back Swivel Rockers 
in Nylon Velvet *159“
at ISLAND FURNITURE MART
656-3032
During Winter You’ll Appreciate Our j
PRESCRIPTION
SERVICES
Enjoy quick delivery and 
forget the weather. Complete 
Prescription Services with the 
convenience of VISA or 
Master Charge.
PROMPT DELIVERY .... JUST PHONE
656-1168




WALLACE DR. & W. SAANICH RD.
We Reserve The Right To Limit Quantities
PRICES EFFEaiVi: JAN. 25, 26, 27 & 28, 1979
mr
2416 Beacon Ave., Sidney
NEIL GREGORY, STEPHEN REID, AND DANIEL ROMAIN were 
playing on the Adventure Playground at Keating School last week. The 



































I While Quantities Last !
PRomt 1






This ad is worth 1, off 
the Purchase of any Necklace - 
one per customer. Exp. Jan. 31/79
9785 - 4th St., Sidney
ACROSS FROM THE POST OFFICE
Keating Elementary 
School in Central Saanich 
ha.s a Home and School 
Association which, 
members claim, is more 
than a standard parent 
teacher association.
A primary difference is 
that HSA, unlike PTAs,
1 pays no ;dues to the 
pro’-incial government.
‘‘Any money we raise 
from our various projects is 
for Kealirig Schdbl; 
alone,”, ' says ’ Helen 
Thornton, HSA President.
Started’ in the 1950’s, 
HSA has maintained close 
tics with .school teachers 
and administration 
- resulting in a rapport which 
is the best on the Peninsula, 
says Mrs. Thornton.
‘‘Many teachers have 
said they’d like to teacli at 
Keating because of the help 
they receive from parents,” 
she said.
Keating School HSA held 
an open house on January 
12, where a wall display co­
ordinated by Ann Romain, 
illustrated the ac­
complishments of the 
association.
The open hou.se also 
served as a get-acquainted 
.session for parents and 
teachers.
One of the association’s 
biggest fund-raising ac­
tivities is a fall fair every 
second year. The last one, 
which took' place in the fall 
of 1977, ra^d'$2700. /
On the off-year the 
association holds dances, 
raffles or fashion shows to 
raise money.
Funds raised are used in 
the school for audio visual 
learning aids, an adventure 
playground, awards for 
school science fair and field 
trips. Last year a group of 
students and parents 
journeyed to Friendly Cove
in Nootka . Sound to 
celebrate the bicentennial of 
Captain James Cook’s 
landing.
Parents , involved in the 
association also.donate time 
to work in the school 
library and as teachers’ 
aides. ■ ■ ■>’; '
Keating .schbol also has 
an education program for 
mentally ^ ^handicapped 
children andij^e association 
takes an active interest in 
this program; iricluding one 
or more of the handicapped 
students in any field trips or 
special events;
The next project oh tap 
for the association is a 
history of Keating School 
with the accent on per­
sonalities and ac­
complishments.
The school began in 
1910.
Water Rates May Drop
FAMILY RESTAURANT
812 VERDIER BRENTWOOD BAY
¥






10*; DISCOUNT ON 
PICK UP ORDERS 
OVER $10.00
SUNDAY It A.M.-ap.M. 
Tuts, TO THURS. 11 A.M.-I P,M. 
ERI, ANOSAT. II A.M, 10 P.M; 
CLOSED MONDAYS
FEATURING FALL AND WINTER 
SPECIAL
DINNER FOR |31 $19,95
WONTONSOUP 
tOBSTERTAIlSICANTONESEI 
BREADED BONEIESS AIMOMD CHICKEN 
CHICKEN CHOW MEIN 
BEEF BROCCOLI 
TEA OR COFFEE
TRY OUR LUNCHEON 
SPECIALS FROM $2.25
ISIRVED DAtlY WITH SOUP Of THE DAY, 
aiOICE OF DESSERTS AND TEA OH COFFEE I
Water rales in North 
Saanich will drop 30 cents 
to $1.20 per thousand 
gallons this year if council 
accepts its water com­
mittee’s proposal to set 
rtucs at that level,
Despite Alderman Bob 
rhomp.son’s plea to ,sci the 
rate at between $1 and 
$1.10, a)mmittce’,s doctsioti 
was unanimous. Aldermen 
Jitn Cittntning atul John 
l-aplaim are two othei 
incmhcrs of the ihree-inatt 
eomtnittee,
‘‘Wliolcsale rale to the 
iminicipality is 55 cents,” 
riionip.son said, “and any 
Inisiiiess would impo.se a
ALL MERCHANDISE
(LXCCfT NCW SPRING ARRIVALS 
SWIMWEAR, BRAS & PANTY HOSE) /
Both Locations [S
A A/. . T U'i
■MTgCTlI
100 per cent mark up.”
Thompson also cited 
surpluses in Water funds 
and que.stioncd whelhcr 
Deep Cove water di,slrict 
residents had been over­
paying for their water for 
the Ia,si two years.
Alderman Jim Cumming 
replied that former sur­
pluses were disbursed 
through acceptable ex­
penditures and that a large 
surplus was needed on hand 
for operating costs and 
emergency contingencies. 
“There is presently a 
$100,000 surplus.” 
Cumming said.
Commilicc agreed to 
keep an open mind about 
rediiciions in future years 
bill decided to play it safe 
for 1979 with a .30 cent 
rediiciion.
Alderman Cumming 
proposed that the surplus 
he kept at a minimum level 
so llie miinicipnliiy would 
qualify for provincial waler 
iiranis. "This will also help 
us in ntir efforts lo reduce 
the cost of water again in 
1980,” he added. ''Thai 
sounds politically safe,” 
John La pi I am joked. ”1 
prefer to think of it a.s 
economically sound,” 
Cumming replied,
In other business the 
water committee urged 
council to seek a route for 
the I’cninsula svatcr line 
from McTnvish Road to 
HorlhHill.
Committee supporicd 
CumrnittgV, proposal that 
Ihe pipe be laid on the west 
side of tlte I’cninsttla, Tltl.s 
route would sec the pipeline 
extend west Irom Mc'I’avisIt 
to West Saanich Rd., north 
to Mills road, northcasi 
throngh I Wilson Valley to 
Litllewood Rd., and then 
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One Of Them A Bank!
WEATHER SUMMARY
You have this business, see, and it’s down­
town somewhere and inside your shop, store, 
office or whatever, you have lots of loot, 
merchandise or drugs or food or money and, at 
night when you leave, you close the door and, 
maybe, forget to lock it. Or you leave a window 
open or something unhooked.
Now, you know your business is in a well- 
travelled part of the town and you know that 
there is a rise in vandalism all over and Sidney is 
no exception. And you know, or should know, 
that there are a lot of people hooked on drugs 
here and everywhere else and that they need to 
break-in and steal to sustain their addiction.
And you know that there are a lot of crazy 
kids around who, when they get a drink or so 
under their belt, are out to explore and 
sometimes to wreck things — just for the sake of 
wrecking them.
Now, you know all this and still you walk 
away from your business and leave a door 
unlocked or a window open.
What does that make you. Kind of stupid, 
would you say?
This sort of nonsense has been going on for a 
long time in Sidney and it’s getting to be a real 
drag for police, aldermen and anyone else who 
has anything to do with the security of the town.
Max. (Jan. 20) 
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Brought to you through the courtesy of
hA wkiiU manM
new and used o sail and power ®
656-7286 10431 Resthaven
(corner Harbour Rd. & Resthaverv)
FULFORD HARBOUR 
Times Shown are “Standard Times’
Thu. 0105 4.1 0845 11.0 1525 6.8 1955 8.1
Fri. 0145 4.9 0905 10.9 1610 6.2 2110 7.8
Sat. 0220 5.8 0935 10.8 1655 5.5 2235 7.8
Sun. 0315 6.7 1000 10.8 1730 4.7
Mon. 0030 8.1 0405 7.6 1040 10.7 1820 3.8
Tue. 0225 8.8 0520 8.4 mo 10.7 1910 2.9







plicable towar d our 
SER VICE
. - - ivy-'M-t-.'--
»'■ •'V.-.\c’• •
BLUE HERON enjoys solitude of Patricia Bay. (Review photo by Tom Burley).
Acting on the instructions of town council, 
the municipal clerk, G.S. Logan has written 
letters to 25 such businesses in Sidriey. In each 
case their premises had been found insecure at 
least three times . Some of them as many as seven 
times in 1978 — and one of them a bank!
When police find such premises they have to 
notify the owner or person in charge and stand 
guard 6ver the place until he comes down and 
locks it up. That takes the time of the policeman 
4 and ties him dovvh when he could be sdrhewhere 
blse dbing something more coristructive.
Twenty-five of them — all three or more
:;''times..:44.::,,r'''i,;':,'/.'.'
It really makes you wonder, doesn’t it.
Small Business
The speech made last weekend to The Sidney 
and North Saanich Chamber of Commerce by 
the Hon. Elwood Veitch was, we suppose, 
predictable. He is, after all, provincial minister 
of tourism and small business in a strongly free 
enterprise government so it was appropriate that 
he should decry government assistance for 
business.
Probably because the accident 
happened near where 1 live on a 
I know well and because a Sidney 
youth was one of two killed and a 
Peninsula youngster badly in­
jured, the recent crash on 
Claremont Road in Saanich 
bothers me.
The car apparently came over the top of the hill, 
went out of control and ended up a burning wreck 
out of which a nearby resident and police were able 
to pull some of the kids — but not all.
Such a shocking waste.
In a debate on violence in society in the British 
House of Lords a few years ago a member pointed 
out to the assembled peers that they each ran a dozen 
times more risk of death and injury from automobile 
accidents than from all other form of aggression.
Commenting on the speech. The Manchester 
Guardian said that to talk about violence without 
mentioning cars was like discussing Macbeth without 
mentioning blood.
Strange, perhaps for the average driver to have his 
car looked upon as an instrument of aggression but 
the fact is that the automobile has killed and maimed 
more people in its brief history than any bomb or 
firearm ever invented.
The yearly toll of blood and tears exacted by 
unsafe driving is incomparably greater than by 
murder pr any other crime. And most of it is 
avoidable.
Mot traffic accidents, it has been shown, happen 
in fair Weather under good road conditions. Most 
occur, traffic authorities, say, because people 
disregard either the law or common sense safety 
rules. They fail to keep the peace on the roads as they 
would elsewhere and the damage they do is, of 
course, magnified by the fact tha they are behind the 
wheel of a juggernaut weighing a ton or more and 
capable of hurtling through space at 150 kilometres 
an hour.
as a matter of fact —
by pat miirpby
In Canada where traffic accidents kill 6,000 people 
every year, the use of alcohoi is involved more than 
half of these fatal accidents and many people are
driving mechanical disasters. Mechanical defects are 
responsible or 20,000 serious accidents in Canada 
every year.
Yet these enemies of society on wheels are just 
ordinary, harmless people — most of them. They are 
the respectable working man who takes a chance on 
driving home after a few drinks, the housewife with 
family problems tailgating the car in front of her, 
the young fellow who says, “let’s see how fast this 
thing will go on a straight stretch’’; the salesman 
with thousands of driving hours behind him who just 
doesn’t bother to signal or the vacationer who sets 
out on an overnight run without enough sleep.
Just ordinary people acting carelessly? Well, yes, 
but it’s a principle of common law and morality that 
carelessness is no excuse when one’s actions are liable 
to bring death and damage to others.
I suppose we have all wondered just what comes 
over people, including all of us on occasions, when 
they get behind the wheel of a car. Anger, perhaps, 
or an emotional upset or a frustration which makes 
us use a car as an outlet for our feelings, Driving a 
car under these conditions is sheer insanity. It blinds 
us to other driver’s reactions, hampers judgement 
and turns us into unfeeling bullies.
The wor^tdriver if all, according to a traffic in­
vestigator, reporting in the Imperial Oil Review, is the 
man who tells himself he is a good driver and has no j 
quirks. This is the very attitude that may, eventually, 
cause an accident. Experts say that we all should be 
aware of the hidden tensions imposed by the act of 
driving and make a conscious effort to keep 
emotions in check. ,
A sign outside a little town in Japan pleads: 
“Please drive carefully. Our children might be 
disobeying us.’’
Or as John Donne, who never saw a motor car but 
who might have been addressing the driver of today, 
wrote 4(X) years ago;
“Any man’s death diminishes me because 1 am 
involved in Mankind; And, therefore,never send to 
know for whom the ell tolls; it tolls for thee.’’
CHURCH DHtECTORY
Attend The Church 
Of Your Choice 
This Weekend
9925 FIFTH STREET, 
SIDNEY, B.C.















11:15 a.m. No Service 
7:30 p.m. Praise & 
Worship
Rev. Ivan Futter 
652-2812 
Office: 652-4311 































PRAISE SONG CHOIR 
6:00 p.m. Jan. 28
Everyone Welcome
Pastor: M. Moore 
656-3544 656-2898
“Willi Christ at heart 
and you ii.; mind.”
What he didn’t say was that small business in 
this country assumes an ever-increasing im­
portance as power tends to become concentrated 
in big corporations, big unions and big 
government.




Small businesses are the lifeblood of the 
economy of this country. Ihcy arc innovative, 
(luick to change to nuctuating conditions and 
tend to have excellent labor relations. In a small 
business employees know their employers, often 
tm a first name basis and are able to clear up any 
real or imagined grievance without going 
ihroughnumerous comniillccs and red tape.
It is estimated (hat more than 5()*yo of in­
novative breakthroughs come from small 
business. There are all sorts of “Henry Fords” 
working on an idea all over North America, 
ofieiitiines failing but never giving up because 
(heir free buerprcneural spirit won’t let them.
A good example is Joseph Armand Bom­
bardier who lived in a small out of tlic way town 
(Valeourt) in Oncbec Canada. Like Henry Ford 
he had an idea and wouldn’t let go. One cold 
winter’s day he drove out of his garage in a 
machine he called a snowmobile. It may not 
have meani much to people in southern North 
America but for people in Alaska and the 
Yukon it was as big a revolution as Ihe 
aulomohile. When Ihc auloinobilc came the 
horse iiiul carriage began lo disappear;when Ihe 
snowmobile came sleds and dog teams began to 
disappear.
Bombardier’.s small town grew from 400 to 
.l,0(K) and now has plants in tlie U.S.A. and 
Austria as well as Canada employing 6,000. 
According to an article in Readers Digest they 
had net sales last year ol 25() million dollars.
If wc are to have faith In the future wc need to 
sliifl our, attention from big government, big 
busiiie.s.s and big unions and look to the small 
businessman. Here we will find the initiative, the 
fortitude and tlic energy necessary to puslv this 
country forward.
The people of Greater 
Victoria have lost tv/o fine 
men in tlie last two weeks.
Restoration architect 
Peter Cotton added flair 
and wit to our city. He 
saved and re-created some 
of our finest buildings, 
includine both Emily Carr 
Itousc and Government 
Itou.sc. But apart from liis 
profession, his personal 
work also added to the 
quality of human life in 
Victoria.
Peter served for years as 
the President of Cool-Aid, 
and tent all tlic tact and 
talent of his personality. Me 
resolved disputes, added 
imagination, and made us 
look more respectable tlian 
wc ever really were,
Bill Scott, friend of 
outcasts and new tliinking, 
has also passed away. Bil 
gave generously to hopeless 
causes, and gave his own 
drive j\nd energy to tis as 
well. He also served on the 
Cool-Aid board ant 
provided learning and 
nughtcr and a remarkable 
insight into llie Victoria we 
never knew,
Bill was a friend, a bright 
critic, a stern believer m
moral iniihs, anti in love 
with ideas, lie had more 
friend.s and admirers than 
lie may evei have known.
We ve lu.sl two gtcut 
gentlemen, and were lucky 








It is encouraging to learn 
liiat a committee lias been 
formed lo ensure that 
Sidney Island be main­
tained in its natural state 
and not turned over to 
urban development.
As the Member of 
Parliament in whose 
constituency Sidney Island 
falls, 1 mnsi say that I 
would be just as happy to 
retain tlic birds and animals 
al present resident tlicrc as 
constituents than to secure 
a few more voters.
Yours sincerely, 
D.W.Mtinro,M.I*.
Edhor, The Review, Sir:
On November 7, 1978 
Mr, Logiin submitted an 
application and supporting 
documents for a project 
grant on belialf of the 
Sidney Museum from the 
Brilislt Columbia Museums 
and Arcliives Assistance 
I'lmd. 1 am pleased to 
advise that your application 
lias liccn approved and a 
clietiuc ill the amount of 
$1,5(X) i.s enclosed to assist 
in selling up “General 
Store" display and plioto 
display mid mKo in eon- 
t i n ti i It g c u m m unity 
programming.
A report is required on 
enniplfuinn of the project
logctlier with a statement of 
fund, disbursement and 
would ask that this material 
lie sent to ivit. Joint Kyie m 
Victoria for review.
May I take this op 
poituoiiy ol wislitng your 
Museum every success m us 
future t^idcavoursi
Klnerrely, 
Iliigb A, Curtis Minister
Editor,
The Review, Sir:
Very soon now a new 
Chairman and a new Team 
will be assembled to start 
planning for tlte 1979 
United Way Campaign. But 
before closing the books on 
the 1978 Campaign I would 
like to express my thanks to 
the hundreds of volunteers 
wlto worked with us during 
tlte past year and to the 
people of Greater Victoria 
for their generosity.
Tlte 1978 Campaign 
acliicvcd its goal of 
$926,500 in early 
December. Tills represents 
a 9 per cent increase over 
last year, an ac­
complishment of which wc 
may be proud in lliese 
diffieuli times of high 
inflation and unein 
ployment. The 23 Agencies 
supported by the United 
Way in this area require 
more liclp than ever before 
and because of our success 
there will be sufficient 
funds this year to meet their 
minimum needs.
The next important task 
is the allocation of this 
money to the member 
agencies, rhe United Way 
lias a serious responsibility 
In the community to insure 
lliat the funds are wisely 
used, and in this regard 
believe the , Allocations 
Committee, made up o 
volunteer cili/eiis mu 
Directors of the Uniter 
Way, is an effective and 
equitable way of 
(listrihiiiingthe money.
In closing, I am plcastnl 
to be able to tell you lliat 
Victoria lute mniiilainetl a 
siiong iccqtd of success 
over the isasf ihree vears
ndicating a healthy 
community and tliis augers 
well for voluntccrism in the 
area. Once again, on behalf 
of the agencies, my sincere 
tlianks to all who con­
tributed to the United Way 
enabling our agenices to 
continue providing their 
quality services to the 











7:30 p.m. - Lester 
Markham, Thailand. 
Saturday, Jan.27,1979 
7:30 p.m. - Bernard 
Hunter, S. Africa.
Sunday,Jan.28,1979 
11:(X) a.m. - Gordon 
Nelson, Liberia.










7180 East Saanich Rd. 
9:45 a.m. 
BRENTWOOD 










Now in New Building 
at 2269 Mills Rd.










This is a copy of a letter I 
sent to Mr. Barrett advising 
him that 1 had also written 
to (he Mon. J.R. Chabot, 
ihc Hon. W.U. Benncli and 
newspapers,
1 wrote of the desirability 
and wisdom of setting 
.Sidney Island aside as a 
park for fiiiure generations 
to enjoy. It is rny belief that 
Mr, Buwlf tried twice and 
was rejected by ilie Cabinet.
In company with a group 
of interested people I visited 
Ihe island recently at (he 
invitation of Mr. Todd the 
owner and saw for myself 
the miles- over 15 -- of 
beautiful Sandy beaches 
completely uu.spoitcd and 
full of wildlifi? —■ a perfect 
Mecca for families of the 
future lo c,scape the urban 
;‘.cilinE.
Half the entire 
populiuioii of B.C, is in the 
Vancouvcr-Vicioiia area, lo 
say nbihing of Sciiitlc and 
environs plus the rapidly 
glowing areas of Langford, 








PASTOR HE. DA WES. 
656-6940
Sunday,28,1979 
9:45 a^m; 4 ; 4^ Sunday 
School
11:00 a.m. TheLovev 
Chapter;;
7:00 p.m. - “The Ser 













Ken W. Finstnd 
479-6237
FRIDAY 7:30 P.M. 
World Mission 
Empliasis G. Nelson 
from Liberia.
OUR LADY OF THE 
ASSUMPTION 
7726W. Saanich Road 
Saturday Mass 5:30p.m. 




.SUNDAY 9:45 A.M. 
Family Bible Hour 












8:30 p.m. Gym Time
Sunday Masses 






9:,TO a.m. Thel .oid's
Supper












7;.T0p.m. I’rayei iV 
Bible Study
Jesus said "1 ant the 

























Angllcun Church 61 Cnnoda •
THE PARISH i 






10:00 a.m. FAMILY 
SERVICE Followed by 
Refreshments
S r. ANDREW’S
Cl I u urn
Oakville & riiird 
Sidney









7:15 p.m. PARISH 
EVENSONG 
(“omc iV enjoy the 


















11 ;W) |i.m, Ciiiidleliglii 
Communion Service,
' Wednesday
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Year End Sale
ON
Portable Color T.V.'s 
from ’399““
at ISLAND FURNITURE MART
656-3032
Continued from Page 4 
reuqire large recreation 
areas readily available 
without travelling great 
distances.
1 urged the Socreds as a ' 
matter or pride not to,let 
this opportunity slip 
through their hands. How 
nice it would be for them to | 
say, pointing at Sidney 
Island “We bought that - 
that was our achievement.”
Mr. Barrett, I appeal to 
you as leader of the 
Opposition to ask our 





LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
fROUBLED BY HIGH PRICES ? f
STAY AND SAVE AT j
IHE MAYFAIR HOTEL '
still only from $19.00 up
Mostly with full kitchens 
— at no extra cost.
Free parking
Downtown location
Weekly, monthly & family 
rates
For brochure and reservations write;
THE MAYFAii HOTEL
845 Hornby St,. Vancouver, B.C. V6Z 1VI or Phone orea 604'687’6751.
Anna’s Fashions Ltd.









Editor, The Review, Sir:
As an active supporter 
and interested spectator for 
many years of the Sidney 
Softball Association 
League, 1 am very 
distressed and concerned by 
reports circulating that this 
League may be forced to 
disband on account of the 
reluctance- of the 1978 
executive to present a report 
of their activities for the 
season together with a 
Certified Financial 
Statement.
It is well known that 
when the 1978 season was 
officially started that this 
league was in a very healthy 
financial condition and 
information has now come 
to the attention of the 
sponsors that this League 
may be without funds and 
the sponsors are concerned 
(and some may withdraw 
their support) if an ac­
counting is not soon for­
thcoming.
If this is allowed to 
happen, ball fans in this 
area will be deprived of a 
sport which over the years 
has grown to a point where 
the Sidney League is looked 
upon as the best on Lower 
Vancouver Island ... the 
B.C. Recreational 
champions for 1976 and 
'■’77. ,■•:,
We only trust that those 
responsible for the 1978 
activities will realize that 
they still have a respon­
sibility as elected officials 
:ror ' the';' Sidney'' 
Association, and do 
everything in their power to 
rectify whatever is required 
to assure (he continuation 




Editor, The Review, Sir:
Re - article Front Page 
Sidney Review, Jan. 17. 
‘Discrimination charged 
against Panorama Leisure 
Centre.’
The School Board has a 
policy which basically 
states: - a student may 
only attend a school 
‘outside’ their designated 
area if there is a vacancy at 
that school. Student’s 
designated to a certain 
.school have priority.
This policy has on 
numerous occasions been 
very strongly debated,
many people contend the 
school’s should be open to 
all students, the ‘Freedom 
of Choice’, possible' 
‘Discrimination.
The Recreation Centre 
policy is:- To provide 
facilities and programs for 
the benefit of the Com­
munity at large, but in the 
event any ‘class’ is filled, 
the local Residents (who are 
providing the funds) are 
given priority.
Both policies appear 
equal to me! giving priority 
to the local students and the 
local residents, but 
evidently the School Board 
misconstrues the rec centre 
policy as discrimination.
The Rec Centre utilises 
facilities in the community 
for many of ther programs, 
including the very 
‘priviledged’ use of schools 
which the taxpayers 
provide! Are they to have 
one policy for their own 
facilities, another for the 
schools, another for other 
facilities and so on? 
Irrespective of which 
facility is used for their 
programs, they should all 
come under one policy.
Surely the School Board 
is not setting, a policy that 
anyone having the 
‘priviledged’ use of ‘their’ 
schools must display a sign 
‘Everyone admitted’.
Personally 1 view this 
‘cry’ of discrimination from 
Central Saanich as just 
another attempt to break 
down the barrier of 
prorities, this ‘barrier’ is 
well justified and 1 urge the 
recreation commission to 
stand firm.
Maybe the complaintant 
would be justified in ap 
proaching her municipal 
council on the matter of 









JANUARY SALE CONTINUES 
FINAL TWO WEEKS
20





Sealed lenders marked ‘Tender for .lanilorial Scrvice.s - Town Hall’ 
will be received by the undersigned uniil 12 noon Friday, February 
9ih, 1979, for providing janitorial services at the Town Hall, Sidney 
Avenue, Sidney, for ibe period March 1st, 1979 to December .list, 
1980.
Terms and conditions of the said contract may be obtained from 
(he Town Hall during normnl working hours. I ovvesi or any tender 
not necessarily accepted.
■ ■ G.S. LOGAN, A.C.I.S., C.M.C.
TownHerk 
Town of Sidney 
2440 Sidney Avenue 
Sidney, B.C. 
V8L 1Y7
Editor, The Review, Sir:
In your Jan. 3 issue of 
The Review, there was a 
letter by F.A. Thornley who 
made a statement to which 1 
take exception. Quote: 
“How; can the hoi ’ poiloi 
‘run’ anything? This is a 
failing of many in­
tellectuals: Howard Scott of 
Technocracy was another.”
What Thornley said, 
stated in simpler English, is: 
How can the mas.ses or the 
population (dictionary 
definition of hoi poiloi) run 
anything? Then he infers 
that Howard Scott’s at­
titude as an intellectual 
(dictionary definition: one 
having great mental power) 
had a failing in believing 
that the masses couldn’t run 
anything. Rubbish!
Howard Scott was a 
genius, a person of marked 
ability in science and in­
vention, and he played a 
major part in the planning 
and introduction of 
Tcchnocrcy to the North 
American continent - a 
scientific approach to the 
social problems, and their 
proposed .solutions.
These proposals have 
never been refuted since 
introduced in 1933, when 
Technocracy was in­
corporated under the laws 
of the State of New York as 
a non-profit, non-political, 
non-scciarian membership 
organization.
When dealing in 
opinions, it is entirely 
pos.sible to be “eomforinblc 
together,” but when 
dealing with facts they must 
be reckoned with on their 
ovt'n terms. It lias beeri said 
that behind every nrgiiincni 
is someone's ignoritncc. 
You can’t argue with facts • 
nor compromise with ilictn.
Howard Scott dealt only 
with facts, never opinions, 
and it is time that the record 
was .set straight.
Anyone, wishing factual 
information, outlining 
Technocracy’s proposals, 
please contact me and I will 
sec that a sclcclion of 





Etlilur, The Review, Sir:
When you siroll into 
vSaiucha Half to play 
htidminton, hinpo, pick up 
your daughter after her 
dancing lesson, browse at a 
fiea market, go lo a (Innce, 
or a Christmas Showi when 
you play,, coach or watch 
the ball games or go to 
Kidney Days in tlic summer, 
. does it ever occur lo you
what our community would 
be without Sanscha Hall 
and grounds?
You know, there’s a lot 
of heritage, a lot of work, 
lots of people involvement 
and lots of love built into 
our Community Centre; 
right back to 1922 when the 
land was bought by the then 
Women’s Institute from 
funds raised by tea parties 
an the like.
Since then, the hall has 
been built and the grounds 
developed mostly by 
volunteer labour. The 
maintenance and operation 
has continued through the 
efforts of successive unpaid 
groups called Sanscha 
Board of Directors sup­
ported by volunteer 
workers.
To protect the property 
in perpetuity for 
recreational, cultural, 
community and athletic 
activities, the property was 
put in trust with the Royal 
Trust Co. of Victoria, 
sub.scquently, Sidney and 
North Saanich Community 
Hall Association (SAN­
SCHA) became the lessee to 
operate the hall and 
grounds. It belongs, not to 
the Town of Sidney nor the 
Municipality of North 
Saanich, but to us, you and 
1, and it remains the focal 
point of our community.
Think about Sanscha. 
Think about the Sanscha 
Susies who got together in 
1961, ran a big Christmas 
bazaar each year and paid 
for the tiles on the Poor, 
lighting in the hall, original 
parking lot, stage curtains, 
kitchen furnishings etc. 
Look at the plaques on the 
walls indicating the groups 
who donated to finish the 
inside of the hall. Think 
about Sanscha today. Take 
a good look and visualize, 
in its place, a shopping 
plaza, a service station, an 
apartment complex or a 
MacDonalds who would do 
it all for you but in a dif­
ferent way.
Sanscha is an inviolate 
entity, uiltouched by profit 
motive and uhinvolved in 
union cohlikcts: It’s a 
people thin^^j’^et’s keep it 
■ that way.j'",'’'''^.'' ':-,:’: ;- 
There will be the Annual 
Meeting at 8 p.m. on 
January 30. At the meeting 
all members will have voice
and vote to elect board 
members for the year. You 
become a member by 
paying $1 at the door or 






We wish to congratulate 
Mr. and Mrs. Morin 
Buchan on the birth of their 
son, Joshua Lindsay, as 
noted in the Jan. 10 issue of
the Sidney Review. We 
would however like to 
inform you of the birth of 
our son Christopher James 
at 6:40 a.m. on Jan. 1, 
1979. As we arc also 
residents of the Saanich
Peninsula, Christopher is 
more likely the first 
Peninsula baby of 1979.
Ed and Anne Wignall 
2646 Lancelot PI., 
R.R. 1 Saaiiicliton
Editor, The Review, Sir:
It was stated in your 
leader last week, that the 
North Saanich (Bosun’s) 
Marina was not “viable”. 
Why not? There are two or 
three smaller marinas in the 
Tsehum Haven area, are 
these being operated at a 
loss? 1 doubt that.
If Bosuns is not showing 
a profit, 1 would think it 
most likely due to gross 
mismanagement since the 
Clarkes retired.
If Mr. B. Wright would 
apply his undoubted 
business acumen to making 
Bosun’s into an efficiently 
run marina, with a good 
haul-out and the repair yard 
where boat owners could do 
their own painting at 
realistic cost, this is what is 
really needed, not more 
berths and boats, even now 
one has to book six weeks 
to two months ahead for a 
haul-out.
Remember what hap­
pened at Westport? 
Thousands of dollars 
expended to excavate 
thousands of tons of earth, 
and then a landslide, 
luckily, which transormed a 
slabsided scar into a much 
nicer terraced area, but the 
desire to put in 1(X) more 
berths ended in less than 
half that, and at what cost? 
Certainly at no saving to the 
people who moor there; 
their moorage has increased 
considerably.
If thousands of dollars 
were expended at Bosun’s 
in dredging, pile driving 
and new floats, far from 
reducing moorage rates it 
would be very much the 
reverse.
Let Mr. B. Wright im­
prove the existing marina 
and utilise the designated 
marina area for boats 
related development, but 
leave the treed area alone.
Yourstruly, 
H. Swinburne 
2175 Gurteis Road 
R.R. 3, Sidney
SIDNEY FIREPLACE
HOME OF THE MARIAGER FIREPLACE CONVERTER - LOCALLY 
DESiCNED AND MANUFACTURED TO SAVE YOU HEAT & MONEY
9788 - 2nd St.
SIDNEY 
656-3831
8:30- 5:00 Mon.-Sat. 
^Sidney’s exclusitre Lakewood stove dealer
Is JVffW Too Early?
It’s by no means too early to place your son’s or 
daughter’s name on a waiting list if you think there’s any 
chance that he or she may wish to enter St. Michaels 
University School this fall, or in some future year.
Listing your youngster’s name costs nothing and does not 
commit you, or the school, in any way; but, all things 
being equal, priority for available places will be given to 
those whose names are entered earliest. Some names are 
already registered for the late 1980s.
The school erirols boys iri Grades I to XII and girls in 
Grades X-XII. .
For details of entrance tests,: and other information^^ 
yvrite to John Schaffter; M;Av; Headmaster, St. Michaels # 
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eninsula Sports in Revie
Trojans Triumph In Last Second Of Soccer Match
Peninsula Trojans 
forward Dan Barney was 
the hero Sunday when he 
fired the winning goal just 
as the referee blew the final 
whistle in a Division IB 
soccer match.
The last second scoring 
shot gave Peninsula a 2-1 
victory over Lansdowne 
E.O. Royals.
It was easily the most 
exciting game of the season 
for the Trojans as both 
teams played with skill and 
speed throughout the 
match.
The Trojans grabbed an 
early lead on a clo.se in shot 
by Pat Stetchman that went 
in-off the post at the 30- 
minute mark.
The score remained 1-0 
for Peninsula until only 
minutes remained in the 
game when Lansdowne’s 
well known persistence and 
dogged play paid off on the 
Trojan’s defence only slip 
up all day to tie the score.
It appeared the game 
would end in a tie but the
Trojan’s re-aligned team 
pressed back with the 
defence rushed the. ball 
forward and flipped it 
across to unguarded Barney 
who fired it home for the 
victory.
Midfielder Andrew 
McKay scored three goals, 
leading Peninsula Thun- 
derbirds to a narrow 3-2 
victory over Bay United 
Titans in Div. 5D action 
Saturday.
The long layoff over the 
festive season proved no 
problem to the T-Birds’ 
crisp passing and overall 
team play.
Playing two men short, 
Peninsula had no .sub­
stitutions but the strong 
defensive play of fullback 
Bruce Price denied the 
Titans any close-in shots at 
goal.
Wingers Peter Duncan 
and Leo Golden were in­
strumental in enabling
McKay to notch his hat 
trick.
The T-Birds held the 
wind advantage during the 
first half and jumped to a 2- 
1 lead. Peninsula added 
another goal early in the 
second half to give them a 
3-1 lead before Bays United 
struck back for their final 
goal.
Goalie Kenny Neal could 
not be faulted on either of 
the Titan’s goals
Peninsula Flyers blanked 
Cowichan Tops 2-0 in a 
Div. 3C game Sunday in 
Duncan to stretch their 
unbeaten streak to 11 
games.




Big news at Panorama 
this coming weekend 
(besides the Panorama 
Puzzler, that is) is an in­
vasion of Oldtimers 
Hockey.
The Third Annual 
Oldtimers Tournament will 
feature Victoria stars of 
yc.steryear like Orv Coulter 
and Bill Germain and also 
passers, checkers and 
shooters from all over 
Western Canada. Games 
_ will be held at all the 
areanas in the Greater 
Victoria including
Panorama, Friday and 
Saturday, January 26 and 
27.
Prices range for single 
• game or all-day passes from 
$2 adult, $1.50 OAP, $1 
student, to a weekend pass 
entitling you to attend all 
the games at all the arenas,
$10 adult, $7.50 OAP, $5 
students. Panorama’s game 
schedule is:
Friday, January 26 
1:30 p.m. - Coquitlam vs 
Necula Alberta; 3:00 p.m. - 
Revelstoke vs Foothills 
Alberta; 4:30 p.m. - Delta 
vs Battle River, B.C.; 6:(X) 
p.m. - Prince George vs 
Kamloops.
Saturday, January 27 
8:30 a.m. - Cowichan 
Valley vs Grove Alterta;
3 :{)0 p.m. - Lethbridge vs 
Regina; 4:30 p.m:> Melfort 
Saskatchewan vs Port 
Alberni; 6:00 p.m. - CFB 
Comox vs yernon; 8:00 
p.m. - Powell Riyer vs 
Golden; 9:30 p.m. - Calgary 
vs Nanaimo.
For hockey as it used to 
be played (not so many 
years ago, either) drop in to 
the Centre this weekend. A 
complete list of games 
including playoffs will be 
posted.
For hockey of a different 
kind for a different age 
group. Panorama is now 
into its second term of Mini 
Hockey. Local Bank of 
Commerce Manager, Jim 
Watt and his son, Dave, 
have been coaching 4’s and 
5’s in Panorama’s popular 
program for developing 
skating skills along with 
basic hockey enjoyment for 
the little people. The cover 
of this season’s recreation 
program features four-year- 
old Jessica Cunningham 
one of the Mini Hockcyilcs.
In response to requests 
front parents to enlarge this 
program and offer a 
morning time for those 
involved in pre-school 
programs in llic afternoon, 
Barry Russell, Arena 
Programmer, has started a 
new Mini Hockey session 
on Tiiursdays from 11 a.m. 
to noon. Parents wishing to 
enroll their children in this 
program or find out more 
about it, can phone the 
C'cntre and ask for Barry or
Karen.
Peninsula Recreation is 
pleased to salute the 
International Year of the 
Child. Many programs 
conducted at Panorama 
Leisure Centre and in the 
community recreation 
sessions, reflect the growing- 
need for the rights and 
voice of children 
everywhere to participate in 
creative and imaginative 
recreation.
The local Victoria 
committee for the Year of
under hazardous conditions 
as the field was covered in 
ice and mud. Blair Hitchen 
had an easy time in goal 
securing the shutout as 
Cowichan failed to mount 
any sustained attack.
Neil Hitchin and Don 
Dorman scored Peninsula’s 
goals with Ian Dunn 
picking up assists on both
goals. Brian Bickford also 
turned in an outstanding 
performance.-
* * ♦
the Child is holding 
display and demonstration 
at Lansdowne School, 3 to 
9 p.m., Saturday, January 
27. Everyone is invited to 
participate.
Peninsula Recreation will 
be well represented with a 
display and slide show, and 
our own Leanne Aitkcn as 
hostess.
The first Peninsula ski 
trip took place last 
weekend. Lorraine Lenzi 
took a full busload to 
Mount Baker January 21.
Peninsula , Warriros 
shutout Evening Optimist 
Spitfires 2-0 in a Div. 8 
West game Sunday.
Under playing conditions 
more suitable to water polo, 
both teams played with 
gusto in a fast-paced, clean 
checking game.
Andrew Wyllic and Mark 
Connoly were Peninsula’s 
marksmen with Wyllic 
generating much of the 
offence responsible for the 
victory.
Fullback Doug Scott 
continues to improve with 
every game and was in­
strumental in keeping the 
Spitfires off the 
scoreboard.
Peninsula Hornets, 
considerably weakened by 
player illness, suffered their 
third defeat of the sea,son 
when they were blanked 4-0 
by Bays United Dragons
Saturday at 
Elementary School.
The game was much 
clo.ser than the score in­
dicates as the Hornets 
played well but failed to 
take advantage of scoring 
opportunities. The Dragons 
took an early lead and, 
although the Hornets 
played good soccer, they 
were unlucky not to lie the 
game when a shot by 
Jonathan Hunter trickled 
wide of the Dragons goal.
Bay’s United dded a 
second goal direct from a 
Peninsula goal kick and 
added a third from a 
Hornet defensive lapse.
The second > half was 
evenly balanced and the 
Hornets should have scored 
at least three limes but a 
questionable penalty kick 
gave Bays a 4-0 lead.
Robin Wait, Darren 
Goodyear, Darren Noble, 
Jonathan , Hunter, Bobby 
Donaldson and Alan 








Div. 8 West: 
Peninsula Warriors .2 
Div. 9 South: J de 
Fuca Bossom Glass .0





Central Saanich Boys and 
Girls Club will hold a 
registration meeting for all 
Central Saanich children 
between grades five and 
eight who are interested in 
playing table tennis.
Children younger than 
grade five may also register
if they have previous ex­
perience playing table 
tennis.
Registration will be hejd 
between 2:30 and 4 p.rh. 
Monday, January 29, at the 
Boys and Girls Club Office 
in the old waterworks offibe 





The T'own of Sidney invites applications from pcr.sons interested in 
contracting for tlie appointment as Animal Controller and General 
Bylaw Service Aide in accordance with the terms, condition.s, and \ 
fees as .stipulated by Council, and obtainable from the under.signed. I 
Applications stating qualifications, background and other pertinent 
details .should be submitted by 12 noon .Innuary 2(»th.
0,S. Logan, A,C.LS„ C\M,a 
Town Clerk 
2440 SUlmyA mwe 
SUIney, B,C. 
VSLiY?
One company. One cheque
Combine your Basic insurance with your 
Optional insurance at the same time. 
Autoplan offers botli in a neat, simple 
“Protection Plus” policy - one cheque 
does it!
Easy claim handling
With both your Basic and Optional insur­
ance in a single policy, claims handling is 
simple and time-saving. You can phone or 
drive in to any of tlie 39 claim centres 
thi^oughout the province.
Safe Driving Vehicle Discounts
If your vehicle has a claim-free record for 
one year your Safe Driving Vehicle Dis­
count will be 15%; for two years it’s 25%; 
for three years, 32.5%. Your agent can tell 
you if your yeliicle qualifies - 8 out of 10 
vehicles do.
Choice of deductibles
With the vide choice of deductibles avail­
able from Autoplan, you can virtually 
design a policy to suit your own particular 
needs.
Easy financing
If you prefer, you aui pay your Autoplan 
premium in bstallinents. You pay 30% 
down and tlie bahmee in tliree installments
at two-month intervals . The interest rate is 
only 15% per armum.
Available to ALL vehicle owners
Autoplan’s “Protection Plus” policy is 
available to all veliicle owners, regardless of 
driving record or claims liistory. It should 
be noted that any indebtedness to the 
Corporation must be resolved before 
renewal.
Andmore
Check the 1979 “AU about Autoplan” 
booklet. It provides concise information on 
most aspects of Autoplan. Pick up a copy 
from your agent when you renew.
One company/One cheque
One stop, easy claim 
handling Province-wide




The deadline for rvnewing your Bade Auioplan Imurancc h Fehruaiy 28th, 1979.
n INSURANCECORPORATIONOFlUUnSHaXUMlUA





GP GW GL GT GF GA Pts.
25 . . 19 . . 5 .1 . . 162 . . 92 .39
24 . 13 . . 8 .3 . . 120 . . 115 .29
25 .. .11 . . 11 .3 . . 117 . . Ill ..25
24 . 10 , . 12 .2 . . 130 . . 139 .22
24 . 3 . .20 . .1 . . 72 . . 152 .. 7
.J5iclney Hotel 
' -Bol) Whyte. .
■
i: LEAGUE TOP GOAL SCORERS AS OF
JANUARY 21,1979
|name-
Rob Smith S.F........ .. 31
Chris Cheadle S.H.... . 33
Kerry Lewis S.F.............  23
'I Rick Eden S.L................. 22
AU Teams Have A Shot At Championship In Sidney Hockey
fAvie Stubbington S.F. .
■^Ken Poskitt TVL.
^Ril! McKay S.F. . . 
pirn Humphries S.F
GOALS ASSISTS POINTS
1....... .. 32..... ........ 63
....... .. 29..... ........ 62
23 ..... . . 23..... ........ 46
 . .. .. 22..... ..........44
22 ..... . . 21..... ......... 43
19 .... .. 23..... ..........42
23 ..... .. 19..... ......... 42
17 .... . . 24..... ......... 41
21 .... .. 19..... ......... 40
18 .... .. 21 .... . ......... 39
9 .... . . 25..... ......... 34
. 12 .... .. 21..... ..........33
. 16 .... ... 17..... ......... 33
. 6..... .. . 24..... ..........30
. 9 __ 21..... ......... 30
SKATERS PASS 
r Five members of The 
^Peninsula Figure Skating 
Fipub passed preliminary 
•llghre perl'ormances at 
.Inan de Fiica Arena on
Saturday, .lanuary 13.
The successrul skaters: 
Denise Allen, Sandy 
Coldwell, Charlotte Hunt, 
Lisa Olson and Margaret 
Wiltjer.
By AL CROSS 
Each team will meet 
every other team in the 
league in round-robin play, 
the top two teams will move 
into a best-out-of-seven 
final and the winner will 
piek up all the marbles. 
Such was the decision at a 
regular men’s hockey 





In one of the most exiting 
games of the year. 
Shoreline and Travclodge 
put on a good display as 
they battled to a four-four 
lie.
Travelodgc held a slight 
lead going into the third 
period as Dave Christy 
scored once and and Gary 
Wildman twice. For 
Shoreline it was Ken 
McLaren and Mike Nunn 
with singles.
Barry Benter scored after 
five minutes in the third, 
then after tie-play 13 
minutes Travclodge moved
ahead on a goal by Bob 
Bentham. With only a 
minute to go it seemed to be 
all over but Shoreline 
wasn’t finished as Barry 
Bender scored his second to 
give Shoreline the tie.
JAN. 16 
Sidney Hotel 8 
Sidney Freight 3 
Thjis “game” showed
little merit in the way of 
skill as referee-in-chief was 
at the penalty box most of 
the night. He handed out 29 
penalties including seven 
majors four of which went 
to Sidney Hotel. Scott 
Gibham and Freight’s 
goaltender was given a. 
four-game suspension 
because of a fight.
Goal scoring came mostly
from Sidney Hotel. Rick 
Farrant scored twice as did 
Bill Price. The rest were 
singles by Jim Pugh, Ron 
Tyler, Dean Weinmeyer 
and Tom Davies.
Finding the mark for the 
Flyers were Rob Smith, 
Kerry Lewis and Bill 
McKay. Freight outshot 
Hotel 41 to 33 but Mike 
Lewis turned in a fine
performance to record the 
win.
JAN. 17 
Bob Whyte 5 
Travclodge 5 
Bob Whyte completely 
outplayed Travclodge 
outshooting and outplaying 
them and they held a five- 
to-three then, with eight 
minutes to go. Bob Whyte 
let down and Travclodge
Glen Meadows Scene Of Weekend Curling
came back to get a tie. 
Myles Morrison led Bob 
Whyte with two goals and 
singles where picked up by 
Reed Pumple, Dale 
Tweedhope and Kim 
Krarup. Travelodge’s goals 
were singles by Ken Poskitt 
Dave Christie, Ted Gibson, 
Mike Mille and Brian 
Coward. Points have not 
come easy for Bob Whyte 
but with playoffs coming 
up this could be a boost for 
them.
Sidney Freight 6 
Shoreline 4
Rob Smith led jthe Flyer’s 
with two goals and two 
assists to once again lead 
scoring. Helping out Terry 
Short, Bill McKay, Len 
Mar and Alvin Miller all, 
with singles. Shoreline’s 
goals were singles scored by 
Mike Nunn, Rick Eden, 
Ken Norbury and Wayne 
Mackie. Both teams played 
a good clean game with 
only three minor penalties.
Glen Meadows Curling 
Club was the scene of some 
truly competitive curling
over the weekend when four 
of the host club teams made 
it to the finals of the three- 
event spiel.
The first event was won 
by curling veteran Everet 
Valleau, 83, and his team of 
Bob Valleau, Lindsey 
Valleau and Laurence 
Valleau, of Squamish and 
Victoria, in an extra-end 
game over the local rink, of 
Len Bland, Ron Gardner, 
Vern Gordon and Ken
Morrison. Winners were 
presented with the Wad­
dling Dog Inn trophy by 
Erie Lewis. Third and
fourth place in this event 
went to rinks skipped by 
Fred Zaceb and Jack 
Sumpton of PlaylandClub. -
The Harvey’s Sporting 
Goods trophy, presented by 
Len Bland, was won by one 
of the host club teams when 
Bob Glover, Bill Gostick, 
Wayne Harman and Peter 
Doyle defeated the runner- 
up team of Bob Warren, 
Carl Christians, Norm
Pugh and Ron Postings in 
an evenly played match. 
Third place team was Hal 
Jacobson’s foursome from 
Glen Meadows while 
Darwin Pringle’s team from 
Playland placed fourth.
Two host clubs battled it 
out for the Keyward 
Industries trophy with the 
team of Stu Anderson, 
Bernie Slav, Keith North 
and Dick Suminslawski 
defeated by Phil Scott, 
Doug Scott, Mike Foreman 
and Brian Sluggett. The 
trophy was presented by 
Keith Edwardson.
a''
COUNCIL WISHES NO PART 
OF SCHOOL BOARD BUDGET
Third and fourth place 
teams in this event were 
teams skipped by Vic 






to pick up your 
1979 licence plates 
and insurance
FOR QUICK AND EFFICIENT 
PLATES S INSURANCE
SERVICE - YOUR 1 STOP IS
Avoid lineups by coming in early. If you are going to be out of town, don’t 
worry, we can take care of it - and please remember - bring your driver’s 
licence and postal code number:
The cost is the same whether you deal through your local insurance agent or 
the Motor Vehicle Office. Wc arrange appointments for your convenience.
GORDON HOLME LTD.
2444 Beacon Avenue Phone 656-1154
Sidney, B.C.
Members of Sidney town 
council would be glad to 
meet with members of 
Saanich School District 
board once a year or so but 
they don’t want any part of 
monitoring the school 
district budget.
A discussion on the 
question was sparked by the 
recent edict from the 
provincial Finance Minister 
Evan Wolfe who ordered a 
curb on municipal spending 
and also suggested that 
municipal , councils rrieet 
with school board to try 
and hold down ex­
penditures in the new year.
The provincial depart­
ment of education, Wolfe 
said, would also insist on 
disclosure of provisional 
school budgets to members 
of councils to stimulate an 
exchange of information 
and cost efficiency: r .
M V of school
boards, i ncludi ng Saanich: 
reacted badly to the 
suggestion and it found no 
favor on Monday night at a 
meeting of Sidney town 
council.
“Are we interested in 
meeting these people?”’ 
asked Aid. Jim Lang. 
“Perhaps the time has come 
when liason with members 
of school board should go 
beyond the liason we have
This week’s
PANORAMA PUZZLER ( 
a new feature of this 
colurhn)
already set up and we 
should sit down with- 
them.”
No way, said Alderman 
Ross Martin. “It’s a 
sucker’s game and I’m not 
interested in talking about 
their budget. It might be 
useful to meet them on a 
general basis but not to 
monitor their budget.”
“The school board is 
duly elected to handle its 
own affairs,” said Aid. 
Peter Grant, “and I’m not 
interested in vetting their 
budget or discussing their
affairs in this area.”
“To do this,” said 
Mayor Dick Leigh, “We 
would have to get together 
with the councils of Sidney, 
North Saanich and Central 
Saanich, all of which are in 
the school district, and 
come up with a joint 
position. 1 certainly have no 
intention of doing so.”
Arrangements will be 
made to propose a once-a- 
year meeting with members 
of the school board to talk 
about many things — but 
not about budgets.
SIDNEY
WATCH FOR OUR $ DAY 











DELUXE FINISHING SANDER (7491021)
5 GAL. METAL GAS CANS — 
ALLADDIN’S THERMOS BOHLES
STAINLESS STEEL (950 MILLILETERS)
FULLER 16 OZ. HAMMER-----
WILD BIRD SEED. 
FIRE SCREENS & ACCESSORIES 





Victor Stevens' was 
elected president of the 
Sidney and North Saanich 
Garden club |k a recent 
annual meeting
Other of^^f^Barbara 
Edgar, pasf-pfesideht; Jack 
Bosher, first vice-president; 
Gordon Armishaw, second 
v ice- p r e si d e n t; Ah n 
Raymond, treasurer; Helfen 
Lang, recording secretary; 
Mrs. McAmmond, refresh­
ments; James Edgar, 
publicity; Mrs. Gooding, 
membership; Mrs. Kay 
Sinclair, librarian; Barbara 
-Edgar, monthly com-.
OFF A BORN BEE 
Unscramble the letters 
and write the answer below 
with your name and ad­
dress. Bring your solution 
in the Centre. If you’re 
right, wc’Il let you use it for 
a pass to the next swim or 
skate session. This Puzzler 
good until February 14th.
Clue: you’ll find the 
answer is a new and 
delicious feature in 
Panorama’s concession. It 




petition; Jack Hardingham, 
program chairman; Irene 
Stevens, membership 
chairman.
Gordon Armishaw gave 
a brief outline of Antonia 
Ridge’s book “For Love of 
a Rose” and donated one 
copy to the library and 
another as a door prize.
/ Next regular meeting will 
be on February 19 when 





Eight teams from Miracle 
Lanes have qualified, so 
far, into the semi-finals of 
the Daily Province Team 
Bowling Tournament. Each 
week the four teams that 
bowl the most pins over the 
average in league play, 
qualify.
The semi-finals must be 
completed by April and the 
finals by May 15. The top 
36 teams in B.C. win a trip 
to Reno for one week 
leaving Vancouver June 17.
This tournament is 
sponsored by the Bowler’s 
Association of B.C. and 
The Daily Province and 
each bowler has to be a 
member of the C.F.P.B.A. 






R. Doran . 726 (338)
WED. LEGION:
G. Addison 699 (273)
C. Riddell 682 (244)
THURS, LADIES:
Francis Bodug 600 (255) 
THURS. COMMERCIAL:: 
R. Scott 714 (307)
E. Ostachowica 673 (249)
N. Daisley ; 664 (265)
k. Hagget 302
R. Muckey 309
golden:: ; ■: . age:'
BOWLERS:',; '
E. Madsen : : 652 (248)
B. Mosher. 645 (267)
K. Abeldeen 258
G. Mason 232
G. Dumbn ■ 231
G. Dumont 231
Christine Laurent's
JANUARY SALE now in progress
Excellent Buys in Jewellry 
and Fine Giftware
2432 Beacon Av@.
Sidney’s Mosi Fashionable Jcwellry 
Store.
The Waddling Dog Has Something For Everyone
Food
SERVING SUPERB BRITISH CUISINE 
Open Seven Days A Week 
RESERVATIONS RECOMMENDED
................... . n ■iriiiiiiiinMiiMiawiiTi.... ■iiiiiiwii*
The English Atmosphere
IMning Lounge ^ !
BRITISH PIANO & DANCING <
. EVERY FRIDAY SATURDAY EVENING 
; FAMILY toFFET -V; / v-: 
LUNCH & DINNER DAILY 
SUNDAY FROM 5 P.M.
::OPEN:3'TO;:9'pAil.Y::v';'v:-:
AtvIERlCAN EXPRE^ • MA5TERCHARGE • CH ARGEX:
PATRIOA BAY HIGHWAY - AT 
: MT. NEWTON CROSSROAD 
SAANICHTON PHONE 652^1146
7 DAYS A WEEK 9 a'm,
10 a.m. to 9 p.m. Suhday^^
WEST SAANICH RD.
across from the Brentwood Post Office



















BREASTS or THIGHS LB
39
CARHATIOH 12 oz. Pkg. $ 1 29
HOT CHOCOLATE
Nmiln
You'll find a 





















TEA BAGS 144Y Pkg J
299
Sfe 47 s191
VIKA 2 roll Pkg. tfj
PAPER TOWELS ^13 J
PALM DELUXE $
ICE CREAM 2 Utre Carton
179
B.C. FANCY SPARTAN I
1 APPLES S ih-Bag 1>91
KRAFT LIQUID 4 Vaiieties
DRESSING 250 ml.





t*"! j KRKFT 16 01. $ *1 59
w" fa Ilk t" V|i ^ ^ 'W' Id 'W
CALIFORNIA
1 CHEESE SLICES JL LETTUCE
«Nt ' *wHt «
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It’s time that Sidney’s 
town council became totally 
involved in the breakwater 
plan which is going to mean 
SO much to the community, 
Alderman Jim Lang told his 
colleagues on Monday 
night.
The inipact study ordered 
from the consultants, Willis 
Cunliffe Tait and Co. 
Ltd., would be presented 
next Monday at 3:30 p.m. 
in the Sidney Hotel, Lang 
said and very soon now, 
council must become much
Itmore involved 
already was.
Was the municipality 
going to support the break­
water scheme or was it not? 
he asked. He was not happy 
about the consultants part 
in the operation either.
So far as he knew, Lang 
said, they had not talked 
with Sidney engineering 
people about such things as 
traffic patterns, densities or 
the revised community 
plan. None of these things 
had been discussed in the 
light of Sidney’s needs.
Not so, said City Clerk 
G.S. Logan. The firm 
revising the community 
plan, William Graham 
Consultants, was a sub­
sidiary of Willis, Cunlilfe, 
and it was quite likely that 
all engineering, planning 
and other studies were 
being co-ordinated.
‘,‘We as a council, have 
made no study of this 
matter and 1 think we are 
going to have to decide 
whether or not we are fully 
behind it,” Lang said.
Mayor Dick Leigh 
pointed out that a meeting 
had been set with MLA 
Hugh Curtis, who was fully 
supporting the town in this 
project, for February 15. 
He agreed that aldermen 
had better get their 
homework done before that 
time.
Lang vyill arrange that 
aldermen have copies of 
both studies made in this 
enterprise and will set up a 
pre-Curtis meeting - of 
aldermen.
RADIO PROBLEMS ?
Sidney T.V. - Radio










irs THA T TIME AGAIN 2ind these are the first lambs to arrive at the O.B. Philp farm on 
McDonald Park Road.










7855 E. Saasiich Rd. 
652-4641
WONDERFUL WORLD OF FASHION
Josie wishes to say ‘.‘thank you” Saanich 
Peninsula for a super successful 1978. ,
Sorry to leave, but need more space. {.| 
Please come and see me in my new |:||| 
location in the Royal Oak Shopping Mall /^i|| j j 





In appreciation for the year,
1 am reducing the entire Spring Line
Other stock which is only 2 mo. old as follows.
Application'forms for 35 
unique .scholar.ships have 
been mailed to all senior 
secondary schools on the 
Peninsula.
The scholarships, drawp 
from Provincial Lottery 
Funds and awarded by the 
[ Ministry of the Attorney- 
General’s CounferAttack 
program was first an­
nounced by Attorney- 
General Garde Gardom last 
fall. They will be awarded 
to .students who take an 
active part in the fight 
against drinking driving in 
■B.C.''/'
‘‘The exact nature of 
student partieiapation in 
the Counter Attack program 
i.s completely open,” said 
the At t orriey-General.
‘‘Student involycnient may 
take the form of mall 
[ cl i s p 1 a y s, “ y d e b a t c s, 
newspaper y articles, car- 
:; 1 dons, posters^local surveys 
and even .! programming. 
They may wish to become 
■ involved in existing 
CounterAttack programs or 
other activitic.s related to 
drinking driving.
Any graduating students
with reasonable grades who 
can verify that he or .she was 
involved before the 
deadline of March 30th, 
1979, in an activity intended 
to influence a positive 
change in attitudes toward 
drinking-driving is eligible 
to compete 'for the 
scholarships, the attorney- 
general explained.
Five of the scholarships 
will have a value of $500 
and the remaining 30 a 
value of $250 each. The 
$250 scholarships will be. 
awarded on a regional basis 
to ensure that students in all 
areas will have an equal 
opportunity to successfully 
compete regardless of 
where they live in the 
Provirtcc.;';
Complefe details about 
requircnients for the awards 
have bechyMjpplied i to all 
high schqbls » aridy in- 
format ion 'abbiit exist ing 
; CounterAttack programs 
and^.activitics may be ob- 
taiuecl: from any ";J list ice 
C Ob rdi nation Office, 
Justice Council or from 
CounterAttack, Suite 1826, 
1055 West Georgia Street, 
P.O. Bok 11131, Van­
couver, B.C., V6E 3R4.
Meanwhile, police 
statistics show more than 
169,000 vehicles were 
stopped over the Christmas 
holiday period. From 
December 8 to January 1, 
1979, 1,331 drivers had 
their licences suspended for 
24 hour periods and 1,405 
impaired driving charges 
were laid.
Complete statistics, on 
accidents during the period 
are not yet available, 
however indications are 
that there has been no 
significant departure from 
the prior year’s totals on a 
province-wide basis:
BATmObile and other 
roadcheckswill continue to 
be a routine activity of all 
forces throughtout y 1979 
with the next province-wide 
coordinated carnpaigh set 














I am discontinuing oversize blouses 
therefore entire stock reduced
50% (01 tnahe an offer).
Sorry, but at thejiie prices, all .sales arc iibsoluldy final.
WONDERFUL WORLD OF FASHIONS
BRENTWOOD VILLAGE SQUARE
7120 WEST SAXNIGH RD.
MLA Hugh Curtis ha.s 
reaffirmed his support for 
the return of a law court to 
Sidney.
”1 cannot give any in­
dication at this time on 
whether court will definitely 
be returning to Sidney,” he 
said in a television interview 
last week, ‘‘but I'm 
making as strong a 
representation as pos.sible 
to the Attorney General.” , 
Curtis said the difficulty 
in negotiating the court’s 
return' was due to the 
preference of .sornc senior 
government officials lo 
have a centralized court 
system;,
Curtis WU.S the guest on 
Chamber Forum, a 
program aired monthly, on 
Peniitsiila Coble 10 and 
produced by Sidney and 
' North Saanich Chamber of 
Commerce. Moderator 
Chick Goodman questioned 
Curti.s for half an hour then 
opened (he telephone lines 
to questions from viewers.
Curtis expressed concern 
about the hidden (:osis of 
iransporiing police and 
defendants to Victoria for 
court appearances and 
showed he had a clear 
picinre of the logistics of 
losing policing hours, 
saying, "A constable 
cannot be in two places at 
once,” adding
deprwniingly ‘'that was 
probably the most brilliant 
staicmcnl oflhc evening.”
It was Ciirils' only verbal 
slip in n polished 
political performance lliat 
included such bon mots as 
‘‘supporilvc of doing whiu
purchase of Sidney Island 
for a provincial park. ,
‘‘The door is not 
slammed and bolted,” 
Curtis .said and, although 
the government has not 
been indifferent to land 
acqui.sition, Sidney Island is 
very expensive.”
Curtis said the gover­
nment is in a difficult 
position in the acquisition 
of land for provincial parks 
because applications arc 
coming in all the time, 
"each one, local people 
feel, is the highest 
priority.”
Curtis received a bouquet 
from the final caller who 
said the minislcr deserved 
credit for arranging the 
Peninsula's $3 million 
water grant.
Curiis said The grant 
served an obvious need and 
Itc felt he could have 
arranged it even if he’d 
been silling as a back­
bencher,‘‘It’s a project that 
sliould have been achieved 
immediately after the 








we cun," in reference lo the
government’s policy on ihe
SERIES
•panels that have an 
exterior grade glue! 
Fir back can be 

















Kciicrating his stand on 
Peninsula devcltipmcnt, 
Curtis hoped that a 
guaranteed supply of water 
would not herald a 
development boom in the 
three Pcnin.sula 
municipalitSes, ”1 ccitainly 
don't want to see the 
Peninsula paved from Bear 
Hill to Swartz liny,'’ he 
.said, adding he had con* 
fldcnce in the three 
municipal councils and 
community plans to keep 











PRICES GOOD UNTIL JAN. 31 WHILE STOCK LASTS
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Veitch Speaks To Annual Chamber Gathering
Provincial Minister of 
Tourism and Small 
Business Elwood Veitch 
took a strong pro-small 
business stance in an en­
tertaining speech to more 
than 100 members and 
guests of the Sidney and 
North Saanich Chamber of 
Commerce at the chamber’s 
Annual Installation Dinner 
Friday at the Hotel Sidney.
Mixing jocularity with 
politics, Mr. Veitch spoke 
of the dangers of gover­
nment aid to small business. 
“Government aid is like a 
transfusion from the left 
arm to the right, spilling
in thehalf the blood 
process,” he said.
Quoting Dr. Alexander 
Tyler, an 18th Century 
philosopher, on the life 
span of a democratic 
government Veitch said the 
life span of a democratic 
government lasts only until 
voters discocer the largesse 
of irresponsible govern­
ments hoping for re- 
election.
The 200-year cycle, 
according to Dr. Tyler, 
begins with bondage, and 
progrc.sses through spiritual 








nment aid was like enjoying 
the benefits of a life in­
surance policy without 
paying the premium, Veitch 
said.
Anyone who wasn’t 
.satisfied with free enterprise 
should look close to himself 
for the reasons. “I’ve never 
met anyone who said they 
were proud of being a seif- 
made failure,” he said.
“It reminds me of the
foreman of a lead mine who 
was asked by a worker how 
he could get ahead in this 
business. The answer’s 
simple,” Veitch said, “you 
get the lead out.”
In conclusion, Veitch 
said, B.C. residents should 
loosen the strings on their 
saving accounts and invest 
in Canada and B.C. “The 
economy needs the peoples’ 
faith for confidence and 
investment,” Veitch said, 
“It’s time for citizens to 
push the positive button 
and talk about the good
things our province has to 
offer.”
Chamber Vice-President 
and chartered accountant 
Ray Moore thanked Mr. 
Veitch for his speech. He 
was encouraged to hear an 
account ' speak with such 
wit.
Prior to the minister’s 
speech, outgoing chamber 
president Chick Goodman 
reviewed the chamber’s 
accomplishments in 1978 
and thanked his fellow 
directors for their
COLOR T.V. PROBLEMS?






2046 KEATING X RD. 652-1121
SERVING THE PENINSULA WITH A FULL 
RANGE OF BUILDING SUPPLIES.
SEE US FOR YOUR WIRE FENCING NEEDS
STOCK FENCING 
BY THE roll
832/6 - 8 strands & 32” high, 6” 
wide mesh - per 330’ roll - 82.85. 
939/6 - 9 strands & 39” high, 6” 
wide mesh - per 330’ roll -
99.95.
845/6 - 8 strands & 45” high, 6” 
wide mesh - per 330’ roll - 98.95. 
1047/12 - 10 strands & 47” high, 
12” wide mesh - per 330’ roll -
72.50.
Panel Gates from 4 to 16 
feet wide.
dedication and competency.
Goodman gave special 
thanks to Bob Ward for the 
outstanding job he did as 
director of harbour 
development, Joan Dear 
who worked countless 
hours as chamber .secretary, 
Eleanor Sowerby for the 
dedication and effort she 
put into Sidney Days and 
Alderman Jim Lang for 
helping co-ordinate the 
breakwater studies with 
Sidney Town Council.
Sidney Mayor Dick Leigh 
installed the chamber’s new 
directors for 1979. They 
are: P r e sid e n t - D e nis 
Paquette; vice-president - 
Ray Moore; directors; Fred 
Thornton, Mark Dickin- 
■son, Jim Walt, Joan Dear, 
Gary Saville, Bob Ward 
and Karel Drost.
Top on the list of 
chamber accomplishments 
for 1978 was retaining 
regular sailings of the 
Anacortes ferry and 
groundwork for the Sidney 
breakwater, according to 
Goodman.
Another important step
for the chamber in 1978 was 
acquisition of a full-time 
chamber manager on a cost 
sharing basis with the 
provincial government. Bill 
Lovell, hired to the position 
in December, quit at the 
end of the year and was 
replaced by Jim John.son.
New President Denis 
Paquette gave a short 
speech outlining his 
aspirations for 1979. “We 
have 95 members now,’’ 
Paquette said, “and 1 want 
to increase that to 300 in 
1979.”
Other goals for Paquette 
are a more Peninsula-like 
image for the chamber and 
an increase in the Penin­
sula’s tourist business. “We 
need some kind of at­
traction ' tourists can 
remember here,” he said, 
a beautification 
on Beacon
uound the World 
in Wanderer IV
ERICHISCOCK 
slidc/talk at 7:30 p.m.will give ;t  FRIDAY, 
February 9th at the North Saanich School, 
Resthaven ik McDonald Park Road, Sidney. , 
Admission; Free.
If you have his latest book, “Come Aboard” - 
bring il and he will autograph it.Sponsored by the 
Saanich Peninsula Power Squadron in co­





A split-thc-pot raffle was 
held at the dinner to raise 
funds for the chamber and 
Wayne McArthur was the 




January 25th, 1979 
7:30 — PENINSULA PIONEERS 
Family).
8:00 -- CREATl VI TY BREEDS CONTENT.




7:00 — CAMOSUN TODAY.
7:30 — UNDERWATER SLIDES C 
WATEl^S. With Chick Goodman.
8:30 — REPEAT OF CHAMBER 
Interview with the Hon. Hugh Curtis. .
FORUM
FllE 2305 Beacon Awe.Sidney
HOT CHOCOLATE!
PROVINCIAL MINISTER OF TOURISM AND SMALL BUSINESS 
ELWOOD FE/rC/-/ cracks one of the many jokes he included in his 
speech to the Sidney and North Saanich Chamber of Commerce after the 
Annual Installation Dinner Friday night.
12 ga. Barbed Wire - 
1320 foot roll-34.95.
Pressure treated 3” to 
4” diameter wood 
posts, 7 ft. high - 2.95 
each.
Steel Posts - 6 ft. at 4.25 
each; 7 ft. at 4.75 each.
Also: 36” high
decorative garden fence - 
29.95 per 50 ft. roll.
SOLDIER ON VANDALISM SPREE
A member of the armed 
forces is being held in 
custody following a van­
dalism spree at Victoria 
International Airport on 
Monday night during which 
a number of aircraft were 
damaged.^':' ■ ■
Sidpey tlCMP said that 
seven ' aircraft J . were 
■ damaged some of them by
having windows and 
windshields smashed and 
others in other ways in a 
National Defence hangar 
and the office of Cougar 
Air Inc. was entered and 
ransacked.
Desks and chairs were 
6 vie r t u r n e d.,, wind o w s 
broken and a refrigerator 
toppled, police said.
This coMpoii good 
for (I) oiTe f ree hot chocolate.
Good mill March 31,1979.:
I Womeii I
1 Aglow t
Sidney Women Aglow, 
coffee-light lunch to be held 
at Sidney .Pentecostal 
Church lower auditorium 
on January 31 1979, 10:30 
a.m. Speaker, will be Ricki 
kalyan t board
p resi 4en r, furt he r
infprmatipnfi call 656-5604 
or 656-3639.
Offer not valid in combination with any other Hannigan s coupons or discount offers.
1/ 'v 'A"i)
CONSTRUCTION OF OUR CENTRE WILL SOON BE FINISHED 




4 ROLLS 4 PKGS. LBS. FOR
SPECIAL COUPON
$ EXTRA SPECIAL $
$ B.C. NO. 1 WHITE ^ |»Q $ I
$y. I Expires Jan. 27tli
ONE EXTRA SPECIAL WITH ^ 






Tea Bags loo’s_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
NINE LIVES
Cat Food 6v, oz.TiN _ _ _ _ _
NABOB
4 0Z. rKG. ____ _ _
Prices effective Ian. 24-27th 1979ALSO SEE OUR
NO NAME PRODUCTS AT EVERY DAY LOW PRICES
4440 WEST SAANICH ROAD
WE RESERVE THE RIGHT TO LIMIT QUANTITIES
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With the voice of the 
planning authority for the 
Gulf Islands, Islands Trust, 
added to that of wildlife 
organizations, mun­
icipalities and groups of 
demonstrating citizens, the 
pressure on the provincial 
government to buy Sidney 
Island is mounting.
A demonstration was 
held on the steps of the 
Legislative Buildings on
Friday during which some 
70 people contributed about 
$1,000 in small and large 
donations.
A 20-page Island Trust 
report, released Friday, 
states that not buying the 
island could, in the long 
run, be costly for the 
government.
“We believe that public 
acquisition of Sidney Island
North Saanich, 
Central Saanich, Sidney 
and Esquimau have all 
pledged support to the 
purchase of Sidney 
Island.
And many ‘people 
have indicated they will 
pledge their five “free” 
B.C. Resources 
Investment Corporation 






Renfrew, said Monday 
the response to an article 
in a local paper about
him donating his shares 
had been “incredible”.
A large number of 
pledge forms have been 
printed for people 
wishing to donate their 
shares to the committee. 
The forms will be 
available this weekend at 
Hillside mall, where a 
Save Sidney Island 
information booth will 
be located.
Or people may write 
the Sidney Island Fund 
at P.O. Box 6007, 
Station C, Victoria, V8P 
5L4, or phone 384-7349, 
and a pledge form will 
be sent to them.
is of great importance to the 
preservation and protection 
of the Trust Area and 
would be of significant 
benefit to the people of 
B.C.” the report says.
“Unlike many other park 
proposals it is not beset by 
conflicts ' with other 
potential resources uses. 
The alternative of more 
housing is neither needed 
nor financially beneficial to 
the public.
“it is suggested that, 
subject to steps being taken 
to reduce and spread the 
cost to the province, the 
entire 1,783 acres be 
acquired as a provincial 
park.”
The four-mile-long 
island, three miles east of 
the Saanich Peninsula, with 
its 13 miles of shoreline, 
mostly beach, is described 
by the trust as unique 
becau.se it is largely un­
developed.
Island Trust manager 
Tony Roberts said the 
.directors of the trust heard 
presentations from 
Oceanside Investments 
Corporation, a Vancouver 
real estate firm which wants 
to develop the island.
The company proposed 
534 dwellings around the 
i.sland’s waterfront.
If homes for year-around 
occupancy arc allowed on
the island, the report said, it 
would result in problems of 
sewage disposal and en­
vironment disturbances 
including interference with 
wildlife.
It noted that the cost of 
such services would be 
great, largest of which 
would be the provision of 
ferry service. Excluding 
capital costs and ferry 
construction, it would be 
about $117,000 with a 
replacement ferry costing 
$150,000.
“Not buying Sidney 
Island could, in the longer 
term, be a costly alternative 
to the government,” the 
report said.
It adds that the demand 
for recreational space will 
continue to grow and this 
will be particularly true in 
the Gulf Islands. The 
islands are circed by two 
million urban residents in 
Vancouver, Victoria and 
Nanaimo plus four million 
south of the border around 
Puget Sound.
Sidney Island has been on 
the market for a number of 
years with a price tag of 
$3.75 million. It has been 
offered to the government 
on other occa.sions but 
rejected because the price 
was too high. Former 
Recreation Minister Sam 
Bawlf, in reply to a demand
RADIO PROBLEiS? 
Sidney T. ¥. “iodl® 
BEACON PLAZA MALL 
656-5332
AlliUAL MEETiRO
Sidney and North Saanich 
Community Hall A ssociation
EleetioB of Officers
Tuesday, January 30, 8p.m. 
in SANSCHA HALL, Beacon A ve.
All Welcome. 
Coffee Served.
from Sidney Town Council 
that the provincial 
government buy the island, 
said “the very large sum of' 
money involved
($3,750,000) would 
significantly impact other 
recreational land purehases 
throughout the province as 
a whole.”
Sidney Island received its 
name in 1859 when a British 
naval officer, Capt. G.G. 
Richards, of HMS 
Plumper, named it after a 
surveyor.
The island is rich in 
wildlife, intertidal areas and 
salt marshes. Sidney Spit, a 
200-acre provincial marine 




This past weekend 
Kinsmen Club of Sidney, 
with Ken Morrison as 
chairman, hosted the Lower 
Island Zone Curling 
Bonspiel. The bonspiel held 
at Glen Meadows Gold and 
Country Club, was won by 
Al Calliore and his team 
from the Duncan Kinsmen. 
Runner up was Larry 
Hogg’s team from Victoria. 
Winner of tjie ‘A’ event of 
the ’speil was L. Cook of 
Saanich with Walt Slocomb 
of the Victoria Club runner- 
up. Winner of the ‘B’ event 
was Vern Gordon, of 
Sidney, with Ken 
Morrison’s rink second.
Peninsula People
Best loser of December 
for TOPS Chapter 980, 
Brentwood Bay was Sonya 
Atkinson, with Molly 
Essery winning for ■ the 
previous month. Best 
weekly losers were Martha 
McKecknie, Roswitha 
Kaatz, Wendy Vandenbelt 
and Lorna Lee.
An attendance charm was 
won by Joyce Armour, a 
half-way-to-goal charm by 
Adelaide Gilmour, and 
eight weeks continuous 
weight loss charms by Elsa 
Marken and Barbara 
Alt.schwager.
The Apron Contest was 
won by Barbara Alt- 
schvvager and Elsa Marken.
The chapter was 
delighted with a gift of a 
new chapter Banner from 
Betty McKecknie, who 
designed and worked the 
banner inneedlepoint.
December weight loss 
contest was won by TOPS 
member Barbara Alt- 
schwager and KOP- 
SMEMBER Joyce Armour.
KELOWNA HOLIDAY ; 
Mr. and Mrs. L. J. 
Colley, 5999 Larkyaje 
FDrive, with Hilery and 
Jeff, enjoyed an eleven-day 
holiday at Christmas and 
the New Year with Mr^. 
Colley’s mother ip 
Kelowna. GUESTS ' ••
Guests at the home of 
Mr. & Mrs. Anthony Dyck, 
Clayton Rd. are Mrs'. 
Dyck’s, uncle and auntl, 






^ Admission 25 cents.
reservations:
656-3032"
built. However, Victoria University professor Roland 
Brennor has done just that and in a most unusual manner: 
he asked Sidney bqatbuilder Bent .Tespersen if he would 
use the 44-year-old hull of his eight metre racing vessel as a
‘plug’ to biiild an exact duplicate. Jespersen complied and 
is now nearing completion of the; projecUNaval architect
wllLliefelo'k^d
he had ever seen a vessel built in this ma^ingr, but noted that 






Winter is the time to get your 
lawn and garden equipment 
ready for use in spring.
9773 Fifth St. 
Sidney, B.C. 656-5541
W66S»STiwnoRil
ACITM D W I 8518MttPIVIOM OBNTIiW; OptriUlOll.
Oiir trained tncchanlcs use 
special tools and genuine 
replacement parts to put your 
equipment into running
Effccllvc Immccllalcly Til Feb. 15/79 
1 Discount on any Lawnmower
JL Ur Ali Servicing for Senior Citizens.
HOLIDAY IN 
HAWAII
Mr. and Mrs. Earl Tabor 
of 6693 Tamany Road have 
returned fiom a month’s 
holiday in Hawaii, where 
they were joined at 




FURNACE & STOVE OIL
......... "' '
I
★ LOCALLY OWNED AND OPERATED
★ LOCAL BILLING
★ DEPENDABLE AUTOMATIC DELIVERY
★ BURNER SERVICE
★ PARTS PROTECTION PLAN
2333 Malaview Ave. 
Ph. 656-2132
i h





Capital Regional District 
plan to change two 
Highland areas from rural 
to residential zoning and 
lower the minimum sub­
division size from 45 .acres 
to 10 acres is meeting 
opposition from both the 
Highland District Com­
munity Association and an 
ad hoc Capital Region 
Greenbelt Committee.
First reading of the 
amendment bylaw was 
given at CRD on J anuary 
10 and, since then, the 
greenbelt committee has
AFTER NINE MONTHS construction, Bethel Fellowship Baptist 
Church enters its new building on Sunday at 2269 Mills Rd. The 
congregation left the Beacon Ave. location a year ago, but construction 
on the new church did not begin till the end of April. The church had been 
•on Beacon Ave. since 1939 where it was started as a children’s church by 
Mr. and Mrs. Joe Mason of Sidney. Official dedication of the new 
building will be held in a few weeks. The church welcomes visitors.
Thieves Strike 
Mt. Newton School
More than $9,000 worth 
of video tape and audio 
equipment was stolen from 
Mt. Newton Junior High 
School on the weekend of 
January 8.
The theft was discovered 
Monday morning. There 
was no signs of forcible
Eng’s Revisit 
Sidney
Eddie and Mary Eng, 
former owners of the 
Beacon Cafe, were recent 
visitors to Sidney. They 
were accompanied by their 
sons Willie, Victor and 
Tony and their respective 
wives. Prior to renewing old 
acquaintances and ob­
serving the many changes 
on Beacon Avenue, they 
joined Bea Bond at Cable 
10, and completed the 
taping of a program which 
was originally started 
during the Garden Party in 
August, celebrating Eddie’s 
seventieth birthday. The 
program will be seen over 
Cable 10 on January 25th at 
7:00 p.m.
entry and compatible 
equipment from several 
storage places was stolen. 
The equipment was 
engraved in conspicuous 
places: “School District 
63’’. It included:
Two color movie 
cameras; video tape 
recorder and editor unit; a 
12-inch color monitor set; 
storage batteries for mobile 
operation; a reel-to-reel 
tape recorder; an AM/FM 
readio; a casette tape deck 
and casette copier.
In the course of their 
investigation, police un­
covered another theft of 
public school property: the 
cast iron doors to a disused 
furnace, the whole unit 
having a replacement value 
of around $6,000.











DR. CAMEHOM C. CROLL
wishes to announce the opening of his
OiOTAL PRACTICE
In
THE ROYAL OA^ SHOPPING CEiTRE
Evening & Saturday 
Appointments Available
479-6012
4484 W. Saanich Rd.
stepped up in opposition to 
the change.
If this bylaw passes, the 
committee reports, the 
Highlands will no longer 
have the potential of being 
a major recreational 
resource for Greater 
Victoria residents. The 
committee hopes to 
establish a “city forest’’ in 
the Highlands where capital 
region residents can hike, 
swim or ride horses in a 
forested area close to home.
The Highlands present a 
unique opportunity as a 
Capital Region recreational 
area, the greenbelt com­
mittee states, because it is 
large (15,000 acres), 
beautiful, rugged, variable 
and a largely unspoilt area 
and is, for the most part, 
within the 10-mile radius of 
downtown Victoria. It 
contains 20 small mountain 
peaks, 16 small lakes, at 
least 30 permanent mar 
shes, 13 miles of creeks, 10 
miles of marine shoreline, 
various stages of forest 
^succession, limestone caves 
and numerous unique plant 
and animal communities. 
Us scenic value can be 
appreciated by anyone 
travelling over the Malahat 
on the Island Highway or 
boating in the Saanich 
Inlet-Finlayson Arm area, 
according to the greenbelt 
committee’s brief.
The greenbelt committee 
came into existence because 
some members of the 
Highland District Com­
munity Association wanted 
to .shape opposition to the 
bylaw and not be sub­




aspirations arc in line with 
the Western Community’s 
Official Settlement Plan 
which states:
“The proximity of the 
Highlands to the 
metropolitan area lends this 
area to tisc as un urban 
forest park."
“In order to direct growth 
in an economical manner, 
to reinforce urban 
development boundaries 
and to provide for 
recreation needs, the 
Highlands arc designated as 
part of the Regional 
Greenbelt and development 
is discouraged to protect
natural resources, 
recreational ecological and 
aesthetic features.”
(3) “Minimum lot size in 
the Highlands should be 45 
acres and density shall not 
exceed one residential 
dwelling unit per 15 acres.’’
(4) “Prior : to
development trail rights-of- 
way should be dedicated 
and buildings should be 
sited in such a way as not to 




Chairman Bob McMinn 
says most Highlands 
residents support this plan 
and would be twilling to 
allow rights-of-way for 
trails in order to save the 
area as greenbelt; ;
The Western Community 
Settlement Plan has passed 
firstL secondf^wand third 
readings arid has;been sent 
to the Minister of 
Municipal Affairs for 
approval prior to fpurth 
and final reading, but is still 
stalled • there, accordirig to 
the greenbelt committee.
“No detailed; planning 
showing environmental
conservation areas has been 
done for the Highlands,’’ 
Mr. McMinn says, and Dr. 
Arneil, the Regional 
District Health Officer, has 
expressed concern about 
settling the highlands 
without a detailed plan.”
McMinn told The Review 
the issue is of concern to 
Peninsula residerits as well 
because they will have the 
opportunity to use the 
nearby Highlands for 
recreational purposes rather 
than travel further up 
Island or to the mainland.
Any people wishing to 
express opinions on this 
issue are invited to attend 
the public hearing to be 
held on January 30, 7:30 
p.m. at the Juan de Fuca 
Recreation Complex, 1767 
Old Island Highway, in the 
banquet rbom. If you are 
uriable tO; attend the public 
hearing you cari state your . 
views in writing and send it 
to: Capital Region District, 
Public Hearing on 
Amendment Bylaw #89, 
Attention Michael Bennett, 
Secretary of Hearing, P.O. 




Saanich and the Islands 
MLA Hugh Curtis has 
sent a cheque as part of a 
government grant toward 
the development of Por- 
tlock Park on Salt Spring 
Island.
The payment of 
P1,833,330 is from the 
Recreation Facilities 
Assistance Program.
“Portlock Park is an 
exciting new development 
which will fill long-felt 
recreational needs of the 
people of the Island," 
Curtis said.
The facility, being 
developed two miles north 
of Ganges, will include two 
tennis courts, two changing 
rooms, a soccct field, 
quarter-mile track, two 
baseball diamonds, and a 
sprinkler system.
Curtis also announced 
partial payment of a 
$26,666.66 to the .Sookc 
Athletic Association toward 
the constrluctiun of two 
paved tennis courts and 




The Auxiliary to Saanich 
Peninsula Hospital held the 
first meeting of the year in 
Brentwood United Church 
Hall on January 9. The 
meeting opened with a 
period of silence in memory 
of Margaret Thorne, a 
charter member of the First 
Executive who was in 
charge of the Extended 
Care Unit cart for five 
years.
Nora Wainscott reported 
for Ways and Means, that a 
spring tea, bake and plant 
sale would be held in 
Margaret Vaughan-Birch 
Hall, Sidney on the af­
ternoon of April 28.
Rose Ruse reported that 








Marquil... Monarch... Zephyr... Bobcat... IFieeta
Capri.. Ccusar.. Ford Tru^o. . Safe Buy U«od Can
3377 DOUGUS «t SUNICH RD. 38114131
MiHin
INVENTORY SAIE CONTINUES
LOTS OF GOOD BUYS
ANNOUNCING A
MICROWAVE COOKING SEMINAR
TO BE HELD AT THE
ISLAND FURNITURE MART
First Session • January 26th
or 7:30 to 9:30 P.M. 
starting at 9:30 A.M.Second Session - January 27th
RefUistratbn fee is ^5.00 per session/and as 
classes are limited please register before Jan. 24th / 3^9




Group to Form 
Older Person 
Society
Older people in Central 
Saanich who would like to 
bund together for 
recreation arc asked to 
attend a meeting to be held 
in Brentwood United 
Church at 2:30 p.m. on 
Jnnuary3l.
Spokcf.man for the group 
which is trying to form a 
society of older people, 
Fred Clarke, says people in 
their fifties or older will be 
wiccomc.
Muny of the older poople 
in the Central Saanich area 
find Silver Threads in 
Sidney and other area 
senior oitf/ens* groups too 
far distant, Clarke says, 
arid he and his friends 
would like to provide 
something closer to home.
CLKARVINVI. CARPET HUNNEIt
271’ Wide ............,......,Only 59c Lin. Ft.
SPINIIEEELEX
Build your own Shelves. Variety of Designs - All 
stock - 20%,OFF RteULAU PRICE.
.Solid Colors 'arid Semi-Transparent STAIN by 
Canadian Pittsburgh IndiLstrics.
SEMI TRANSPARENT .................... Only 7.49 gal.
SOLID COLORS ......................... Only 7.95 gal.
Still some left at these prices.
GALV. DOWNPIPE
2"-U)ft. Lengths ............ ............. .......... .Only 2.19
2“ Cialv. Elbows...................................Only 4.5c
IIASKFfr WEAVE FENCE HOARDS
'/ix6-IO ft. ...................................... .Only 12c Lin. Ft.
6x6 CERAMIC TILE
6Patterns.............................
WOOD SPLITTING MAUL 
28’.’. Hickory Handle ■ Reg. 22.95
This Week Only ..............................
PARTICLE nOARD
4x8x9/16No,2Grade ..................
4x8x'/4 - No. 1 Grade ....................
4x8x3/8No. I Grade .....................
No.J Grade ,, :,v..........






4x8x»/4 No. 1 Grade
....Only 4.95 
... .Only 4.39 
. .Only 5.#0 





12x120x14 Prefinished . .. . : , . . . .
16x120x14 Prefinished .,. 1.,...;
■STUCCOWIRE;'., ■ ■■
2x2 Mesh - 48“ High. Covers - 450Sq. Ft. .,. .Only 
29.50 Roll
CELLULOSE FIHRE LOOSE FILL 
30 lb, Bag * Covers 70 ft. at 2“ Thick,
.............................. ........... ..*’Only 5.49 Bag
Insulate 1,000 stp ft. for approx. 76.00.
RENT A BLOWER
To do your jol.1 .only 10.00 Per Day
SUSPENDED CEILINGS 
Do an average size room for approx. 45c sq. ft. Wall 
Mould - Main Tee Bar • Cross Tee Bar and 2x4 White 
Lay-in Panels.
FIHREGLAB FRICTION BATTS 
R12-15x48x3 1/3” thick. Bdlc. Covers-90sq. ft.
................ .................. .Only 12.95
'R.20-15x48x6" Thick Bdlc Covers - 50 sqf ft . . .Only 
■ . ■ ■ ■ ■■ ■^.'..,.:':.;.M.95'
2 MIL PLASTIC VAPOUR HARRIER
SWliq. It. Rolls .................. ........... .Only3.79
1500 sq. ft. Roll .......Only8.49
PRE HUNG DOORS
Ktlll romb j*ond buys nn fhw Items. Various sires
and finishes Ideal for Bas.emcni Rooms and 
RcntwaiIon -Price from -19.95 and Up.
SLEGG iUMBEi^ jLTD. :
9764 FJffh Sf., SJdney 656-1125
4 ■■






HOUSES: AHclilions, Renovations, 
CnlMiuils ond Furtiliuro. Design and; 
Coii*-'( vK 1 inn. Noim Friesen 656-1700,





GARDEN SERVICE; Pruning, 
von Schuckmann. 656-1990. 41-tf
REPAIRS. RENOVATIONS, additions 
all types of carpenter work. 652-3633,
3-2
DUTCH GARDENER available for 
Sidney and surrounding district. 
Good workmanship at reasonable 
prices. 656-3297 . 3-2
WILL DO housework Monday lo 
Friday. 0 a.m. - 4 p.m. Pleose coll 
656-5609. 4-1
CUSTOM DRESSMAKING also curtains 
lor boats, campers, houses. Call 
Evelyn 656-6551. 4-1
TREES PALLED, spaced, cleared. 
Firewood delivered, $45 cord. 656- 
6077 . 4-lf
HILP WANT19
MISS, m SllLS BUS. QPPOaTUraY
16 CU. FT. WHITE McCLARY easy frost 
free freezer fridge. $275.00. 652- 
2060. £•'
UTILITY TRAILER, Von Sea 4 sealer: 
clorinet. 656-1961. ^
DRIVE TRUCK? Be your own boss. 
Home every night. $1500 - $3500 
monthly net - Lower Moinlond. Doug 
Finloy, 530-0622, Ready Reolty, 32003 
South Fraser Woy, Abbotsford, B.C. 
4-1
PACIFIC WESTERN POLLED HEREFORD 
sale. 1 p.m. February 10, at Dumont 
Forms, 8 miles east of Vernon. 0 bulls 
and 54 bred and open heifers - high 
quolity. selected cotlle. Your op­
portunity lo acquire superior 
breeding stock Irom populor and 
proven bloodlines. For cotalogues 
and information contact Don 
Needobo. R R #1. Salmon Arm, B.C. 
V0E2T0.
BOMS SSB71CES S 
EWIPMMT FOB SiSE
1978 • 1 HC 4300 8V92T - 430 Jimmy 
Power under lOOV. warranty. RTO 15 
speed tronsmission. ton new 16 ply 
radial tires with 1977 Peerless page 
log trailer S.l. scales: tires 50V. now 
broke linings includes 2 new sols of 
trig chains. Ready to go to work. 
Other interests force sale. Best offer 





Dwncr Will' Doniiaii iiivcs 




required by Busy Sidney 
Salon. Miisl be reliable - 









1971 v 950 CAT LOADER • ROP5 • 
Grapple $42,500. 1973 Prentice RT 
600 self-propelled Log Loader • low 
hours $75,000. 1969 Keohring 1'4 yd. 
excovotor • cot power $22,000. Phone 
438-4025 or 687*2872. 4*1
RLJBBAGE, GARBAGE hauled. 
Basements ond clean-up jobs. 656* 
1784. • 46-tf




MAN OR BOYS high speed Raleigh 
Bike. Good condition. Phone 652* 
3882. 4-1










BABY CLOTHES, high chair, 
bassinette, toys. 652*4162 after 6:00 
p.m. - ■ . • 4-1
STAND'UP GUN CABINETS. Stands 6 
ft. 6' j in; X 40 in. wide. Have two 
glass locked doors. Holds 12 guns. 
Bottom has two small doors each side 
with three small drawers, one locked 
In middle. $350 eoch. Can be seen at 
497 Treonor Ave. Thetis Heights. 
, Longford. 476-9345. 4-1
HOUSEWIFE EXTRA INCOME PEOPLE: 
Earn $4.00 to $7.00 per hour. FuH or 
part time placing catalogues, picking 
up orders. 656-2290.; 2
SINGLE BED. $25; baby walker, $10: 
lab-terrier female pup, 520. needs 
spoce to run. ^56-6787 . 4-1
HALL WAY SALS, Sal. Jon. 27, 10-4. 
Children and ladies clothes, misc., 
odds and ends. 9338 Lochside Dr. 4-1
SHOP FOREMAN REQUIRED for 
Machtrie shop in Quesnel, B.c. Good 
fringe benefits. Contact Quesnel 
Machinery Ltd.. Box 4009, Quesnel. 
B.C. V2J 3J4 of phone the manager at 
992:2174. ' 3-4
CUSTOM BUILT portable log peeler 
designed for building logs. 6" to 16" 
openng. Any . length. Box y 442, 











WHAT SINGLE ACT or law would most 
benefit children ol the world? 
$100.00 lor best suggestion. Year of 
IheChild, Box 3536, Smithers, B.C. 
V0J2N0. 4-f
PIPELINE AND NORTHERN JOBS. Earn 
up lo $3,000 per month. Learn how lo 
secure these and other high paying 
jobs. Send for further details 
regoding informative Labour Market 
Guide; Labour Morket Employment 
Service - 1. Box 7810, Station A, 





QUESNEL SCHOOL RE-UNION August 
3-6, 1979. All students who attended 
Q.J.S.S. In and prior to 1959. contact 
Carolyn Johnston, 200 Carry St., 
Quesnel, B.C. V2J 3M9. See you 
there! 4-2
DIESEL MECHANIC with Cummins 
experience. Shop work only. Steady
6 FT. SOFA BED, drop back, brown 
tweed herd twist material. Good 
condition. Phone656-3743. 4-1
.i.nplovment; Send resume to: Boose 
i -y Truck & Diesel Ltd., 732 Carrier St., 
Kamloops, B.C. V2H 1G2. Phone 374-
mmmmn;
4-1
".'V'-y REQUIRED;self-motivated main- - ; tenance : mdri i with welding ex- 
pericnce for Alfalfa Dehydration 
plant and farm operation. References 
y- required: Agri Management. Box 
- ; 986; Leduc, Alto: T9E 2Y6. ^ ^ y 4-^
LAW CENTRE — LEGAL AID Clinic.y 
:Mtii»l(ivs - r.45y p.m. to 4:30;; p.m.' 
Appomiiuont*. only. PImne656 1247.
I'" ''yv:;':yy,y:
Mainland : bi-weekly . tabloid’:^' 
; newspaper is looking for on outgoirig 
I : ^ Individual : with ; newspaper ex- ;
I; V p^^ or who has a recognized
BINGO: K of P Hall, Sidney every 




9773 - 5th St. 
656-5541
The largest one stop 
Equipment Rental Yard on 
the Saanich; Peninsula. 
Aiithorized; dealer for 
TORO, LAWNBOY and 
SNAPPER.
We repair all makes.
NOTICE TO 
CREDITORS 
IN THE MATTER OF ' 
THE ESTATE OF 
FRANK ERNEST 
BLAKE, Deceased, 
formerly of 6356 West 
Saanich Road, Central 
Saanich, British 
Columbia.
Creditors and others 
having claims against the 
above estate arc required 
to send full particulars 
of such claims to the 
undersigned executor, at 
Suite, B303, 2050 White 
Birch Road, Sidney, 
British Columbia, on or 
before the 21st day of 
February, 1979, after 
which date the executor 
will distribute the said 
Estate among parties 
entitled thereto having 
regard only to the 
claims of which he then 
has had notice.
Sydney Smith Penny 
Executor 
■ ..'By;





Fully serviced corner lot 
boardered by paved roads, 
zoned light industrial. Easy 
access from Pay Bay High­






1.25 acres zoned light in­
dustrial with several 
buildings providing over 
8,000 sq. ft. of space, 
completely fenced, ac­





3 bedrooms on main, 2'/2 
baths total, with 3 bedroom 
in-law suite in ground level 
entry basement. Priced 











Res. 656-2023 or 
656-6151
SIDNEY REALTY LTD:
, $39,9W, : .
Delightful 2 or 3 bedroom 
bungalow. Electric heat. 
Den bverlookihg a lovely 














^course In iournollsm to : join ; our
reporting stoff. This person will cover 
all aspects of community news, os 
well as sports and will have a sincere 
zesi/tp find exciting news and 
communicoto It. Shorthand ond own 
cor essential. Apply in writing with 
resume to: News Editor, North Shore 
News, #202, 1139 Lonsdale Ave., 
Noith Voncouvor, B.C. 4*2
DISCERNING ADULTS - shop 
(list. i 6<>tly lu/mai!. Send $2.00 for oui 
1(1 lost fully illustrated Aaluloguo of 
nKirltql oids for both ladies and 
geniletnen. Direct oction, Marketing 
inc:, Dopt; P.O. Box 3268,'
Voncouvor, B.C. V6B 3X9. 13-tf
OF
OF
PAPER DRIVE, Sidney Kinsmen 
Tvvirlers ond Drum Corps, Saturday 
Februory 3rd. For paper pick up 
phone 656-4429 or 656-5295 or 656- 





THE-:; ' 'ESTATE" ^ '
■ CON ST an.ce' 
MARGARET CARTER, 
Deceased, formerly of 9888 
- 5th Street, Sidney, British 
Columbia.
Enjoy Boating??
If so we E^e^le^sed to bff^r 
a 2; bedroom ; bungalow 
conveniently; located to 
several marinas; Gall today 






Small Busine.ss needing 
.some artistic talents, 




Almost 4 acre level, cleared 
land on water and sewer. 




In Ardmore on Secluded, 
pved counlry lane, this 
“wooded acre for $30,000.
WITH OR 
WITHOUT..... 
Furniture, this 2 bedroom, 
basement home is a dream 
Owner has bought a boat. 
Now is your chance. Asking 
only $57,900.
MELODY PLACE 
Acre of treed land on
There is a one-week 
delayed registration policy 
on Panorama Leisue Centre 
programs for people 
outside of North Saanich 
and Sidney, Alderman Ross 
Martin told members of 
Sidney Town Council on 
Monday night.
He was replying to a 
query from Aid. Jim Lang 
who wanted to know if 
there was any truth in a 
press report of 
discrimination against 
people from outside the two 
municipalities which 
support the leisure centre.
The report arose from a 
meeting of Saanich School 
Board in which a letter was 
considered from Mrs. Geri 
Beddows, 6%3 Central 
Saanich Road. She said she 
and a friend went to enroll 
themselves and their two 
husbands in a dance class 
being offered in Sidney 
Elementary School by the 
recreation centre.
They were told that they 
would have to wait a week 
for enrolment when they 
would be accepted if there 
were any vacancies. They 
never were accepted.
School members were 
concerned that people who 
lived in the school district 
would be discriminated 
against in a program held in 
a school district facility.
It. was true, said Aid. 
Martin, Sidney’s 
representative on the
recreation commission, that 
there was a one-week delay 
policy in force. The 
recreation commission was 
aware of the school board’s 
feeling in the matter 









council was inappropriate 
— it was a matter between 
the recreation commi.ssion 
and the school board.
The policy had been the 
same since inception of the 
commission, said Aid. Jerry 
Tregaskis who agreed that it' 
was not a matter for 
consideration until some 
official notification of 





WOMANS GOSPEL MEETING Sidney 
Bible Chapel. Monday Jon. 29, 2:30 
p.m. Speaker Mr*. Doreen Hodges ol 
Nigeria, All lodles welcome, 40
LQS? S FOm
REEL to REEL cojour video-recorder 
and or colour TV monitor. Box P, 
Sidney Rovlow. ; 4-1
COLONIAL BUHERFLY table and lern 
slond also smoll loble with shell. 652- 
2455, : 4-1
ANNUAL MEETING - Sidney and 
North Saanich Community Hall 
Association. Elwllon ol ollicers, 
Tuesday, Jonuory 30, B p.m. In 
Sanscha Hall, Beacon Avenue, 
Sidney, All welcome, colleo served.
LOST: Mixture Poodle, ond Cocker 
Sponiol curly block hair, long loll, 
missing since Nov, 10, vicinity 'ol 
Bozon Boy Beach Molel. Beau Jason, 
Phone 656-4441. Urgent returning to 
Ihe States, no collar. $30.00 reword. 
Kroll. ' 4-2
4-t
USED FURNITURE and appliances. 
Sidney Nearly Now, old and an­
tiques. 9701 ■ 2nd St.m Sldnoy, 655- 
3511, Sion Larsen. 4.i
ATTENTION LOGGERS. Alder slash, 
maple sow-logs wauled, F.O.B. uny 
D C. Soil wolni dump. Coll Jacobson- 
Phillips cqlli.>tl6B4 6236. 1-13
AUTOS S 
ESC. VEHICLES
LOST; While mole cot with yellow 
spots on bock and rings on toll. 




GOOD USED RECORDS, especially old 
45s lor personal collocllon. 474-1071 
around supper time. 29-lf
CENTRAL SAANICH LlONSnood scrap 
Iron etc. Money rained (or another 
projoci, 652-1273 or 652-5724 lor 
dallvoiy arrdngomenls or pick up, 2-3
WINTER IS COMING. 
PREPARE YOUrI 
CARlt!
We Power Buff with the| 
wax of your choice.
MISC. FOE SALE
JANUARY-FttlRUARy SALE.





INCORPORATE! tlOO PLUS FILING 
FEES. Incarpeialo youriell ' Iasi - 
over the lelophonei Our lorm* ond 
typing services are lawyer approved. 
Coll SoK-Couniel Services toll free 
113-D0O-663'3035, Chorgex aptl 
.Moslorthatge approved. •17'ir
piVORCfl $100 Plus FILING rilS.
Obtoln yeur unconlosletl divorce • 
Inst ■ over the tuUphunu. Out farms 
and typing •itrvlcei are lawyer op- 
provsirl. Cull Sell-Couniel Services 
loll Iron lU-OOO 663-3035, Chorgex 
qntlMaslerchatgeoccepled, 47.|(
EARS PIERCEOr sltilirhiss sleel studs, 
Phone 666-5403, lO-tl
Imports & Cooipacts 
from $22.50; Intcr- 
mcdlnles from $25.00; 
Full size from $27.50.






14 FT. REINEIL runobeul with Irnller, 
Wh.p.Johnwn, 656 6271, 3-2
tV67 RAMBLER 440 . 4 door. Oped 
koljd Iraniporlollon, good 






Tuesday ft Wednesday 
9cr.m, lo2 p,m. 
Tl'tuiidayftFrldoy
. 9.o...!nI..tg.$..P.’..^' '
M FT. MOURiTON 54 ll, Oilkins
Iraller, $11,900,00- complete, Jack 
Bruce, 652 4752. 4-1




Wn. Mlllsltnuirr Estairrs Lid. ol c o 
Vii ky CIt cimotro, Box 10, Dutianco 
Rtm.l, R.R, 7. Victoria, D.C,, V0X3X3 
huinhy upply lo the Cumpliallor ol 
Wntnr Rights lor a liconco lo divert 
ontl ii'iU water out ol Third Lake 
which Hows south and discharges 
into Millsli r.-uin unii give notice cil our 
opplltallon to nil parvotrs alinclotl, 
Ihe point ol divorslon will bo located 
on Ihe loke, The r|tionllly ol wolor la 
he tllvorltid Is 3000 gallons per day. 
the purpose lor which lire water will 
htt usori is IndusKInl (resort), lira 
Itmrl on which Ihti wolnr will ho used 
is the notihetly 1445 lool ol Sot Hon 
111 Hlghlond OlsItTcl. oxcopi PInn 
'20659. A enpy ul this applicallan wets 
poslrttlcm IheVlllltol August, 19711, al 
lire |iro|)osnd |icrinl rd divrirsinn ond 
oir Ihti land wlioio lint writer is to bo 
usod ond two i uplos wmo Hied In lire 
1)111(0 ol the Wttlor Rmoiilor ol 
PiilliiimenMIullilings, Viclailo, B C,, 
VIIV 1X5 Ub|ncliiins lu Ihls (Ip- 
|il|iullaii limy bo Hied with the said 
Wulor Roc Older or with lire Comp 
liollor ol Wriloi Rights, PaillomonI 
Buildings, Vli,lr,)tla, B.C., wllblir lliltly 
dnys ot lire dole ol III si publlcallonol 
Iho nt>pllinlli,in tiro dnio al llfsl 
publlcolian Is Jununry 17, 1979,
Creditors and others 
liaving claims against the 
above estate are reqiiir<,’d 
to send full particulars 
of such claims to the 
under.signed executor, at 
r Suite B3()3, 2050 White 
Bircii Road, Sidney, 
Britislv Columbia, on or 
before the 21st day of 
February, 1979, after 
which date the executor 
will distribute the said 
Estate among the parties 
cnlilled thereto having 
regard only to the claims 
of which he then has had 
nolicc.
Sydney Smith Penny 
Executor 
By;




Beautiful 3 or 4 bedroom 
family home on one half 
acre. Stone fireplace, eating 
area in the kitchen, huge 
deck, double carport, 
double windows, etc. MLS 
Asking $82,000.
CLOSE-IN 
Two bedroom no-step 
home only a couple of 
blocks off Beacon Avc 
Workshop, dining room, 
oil furnace. Neat and tidy 





If you are looking for 
character home on just 
under .6 acre then wc have 
the answer. Two bedrooms 
up, living room with stone 
fireplace, hardwood lloors, 
scaviews plus seclusion. 
MLS. $64,900.
Willis Point. All new 
homes. Melody Price only 
$18,900.
, FOR-RENT- ; 
Modern ground floor, 1 
bedroorn suite, range, 
fridge, $2i0 per mohtH.
EEAL ESTATE 
FOE SALE
Why, asked Margaret 
Griffith, of 2292 Henry 
Avenue, did council allow 
bicyclists to “mow you 
down’’ on the sidewalks of 
Sidney and particularly on 
Beacon Avenue?
In a letter to council the 
lady unloaded a number of 
‘beefs’’ and one of them 
was the fact that with 
pedestrian traffic heavy as 
it was on Beacon, cyclists 
seemed to demand the 
right-of-way.
‘With the size of our city 
and the population why is 
this allowed?” the lady 
asked.
Broken glass on streets 
and roadways, “and not all 
pop bottles either” was 
another nuisance. Youths 
who littered the streets 
should be made to clean up 
their litter.
Many residents in Sidney 
allow trees and shrubs to 
grow right across town 
property, Griffith said,
referring specifically to a | 
corner lot at Henry and ‘ 
Fourth. It was bad enough 
when the trees were in leaf, 
she said, but worse “when ! 
you get jabbed in the leg 
with a sharp twig.”
Another complaint was 
that motorists were allowed 
to park their cars halfway ; 
across sidewalks so that 
pedestrians were forced to 
walk on the grass. :
And, at Resthaven and 
Henry, traffic was heavy: 
and there should be al 
blinking traffic light or,, 
better, a proper traffic! 
signal. Someone should! 
check on this, the; 
correspondent said. : ';
Aldermen took the 
complaints seriously and 
the lady will receive a letter ! 
from the municipality! 
telling her tht some of the! 
complaints have been at-; 
tended to and others will be ; 
looked into. f '
MODERN 
3 bedroom basement home, 
all appliances. Some 
furniture. $400 per month.
SIDNEY. Lovely home, three 
bedrooms (on-suite rnoster 
bedroom), large living-dining area, 
completely finished rumpus room, 
large bedroom, full bathroom 
(Jownstoirs. Fenced backyard, double 
carport, fruit trees, hot water heot. 
Therniopane gloss throughout, 
terccm. radio, never point exterior. 








MOBILE HOME 1974, 12x68
Paramount 3 bedroom, fomlly pork, 
skirted and landscaped. 10x12 roof 
sundeck, 5 mins, from school. 10 
mins, from Victoria. Immediate 
possession. Asking $16,500.00.






North Saanich Council 
Monday night ^ pledgefl 
support for the People to 
People Petition for 
Canadian Unity.
The petition will be on 
display at North Saanich 
Municipal Hall and any 
interested citizens are in­
vited to drop by there and 
sign it.






.90 Acre lot on Dalkeith 
Rd. Well treed. Located in 








3 licdroom liousc in Deep 
Cove iiiea. No pels. $375.00 
inotiili.
Jlin Jones 656-4597
Jack Fetherston 652-2269 
JOHN SALVADOR 
NOTARY PUBLIC
JUST REDECORATED lurnishod 
housekeeping rooms avolloblo. 




Sidnoy. Suilable l.or 
prolossional. 602 sq. li. Second lloor 
above Toronto Dominion Bank, 656- 
1141, '‘•■I*
OFFICE SPACE AVAIIADIE Im- 
modlaloly In Sidney, suitable for 
professional, Second lloor above 
Toronto Dominion Bonk. 656-1141. 4- 
If
SIDNEY one bedroom cotlogo noor 
ocean, Good garden lot. $200. Phono 
652-2371. 4-11
Three members were 
elected to the Advisory 
Planning Commission by 
North Saanich Council 
Monday night. They were; 
Gillian Mackie, Joe Lott 
and Gilbert Montgomery 
The new members were 
elected to serve two years.
* Ik
LARGE TWO bedroom aportmonl 
above Bowling lanes, $250.00. 656- 
3147. 4-1
SIDE BY SIDE 3 bdrm.. I'/, both*, 
quiet Blroot, Avalloblo Fob. IS, $325. 
656-5410. ' 4-1
ICst. 1912
14 Beacon Avc. 
B.C. 656'1154
»946 V.W, STATION WAGON lor 
pans. Engine kopul. Beit oiler lakes, 
656-4970, 4-1
BUS. OFFOETHEITISE
MORTOAGll lOANI promplly 
orronged anywhere In B.C. Inlor* 
mollon and relerencei on requ#»l. J, 
t>, Phillip* CopHnl Corporollon, 10673 
King George Highway, Surrey, B.C. 
V3T5X6. Phone SUB 0411 d-jyi nr 5BS, 
1603 evening*, IS.il
IT It NOT TOO laie lo luiirn Income 
lox preparation wlih U ft R Tax 
Service ihu All-Conodlan Company. 
Send lor Ireo brochure loday, U ft R 
tox Service. 220 St, Mexy'* Pood, 
Winnipeg, Mon, B2H IJ3, rionehUe* 
ovailoble. ‘2-3
PIARCI Born to Denl*e and 
Nalhontel . Chrit on Jon. IB, 1979, 
Jeremy Dorwin, B Ib*. 6 oil. Many 
Ibnnk* lo Dr*. Former rtnd Walcb ond 
nurio* Anne lynnam ond Olanne 
GnrbuH ond malernlly *lnll ol 
Soonlcb Peniniula Hospilal olio, 
special llionk* lo Cberyle Gaddnrd 





This 3 bdrm., no step 
Rancher has 1,700 sq. ft. 
luxury living with large 
separate dining room, 
sunken living room etc. The
rra# i
2419 Beacon 656-3924
V* acre lot is partially
FEESOmS
wooded, has good vegetable 
garden, workshop and a lot | 




I / OW YOUR 
HOME




AUTO WKSCKINU TOWING cor tale*. 
Gocxl highway loroilon. large slock. 
Sell; becnuie pi »ih»r liitereili, will 
Hike properly or heovy duly 
equipment o* pod poymeni. Phone 
392.473B, 4-1
NIW. BIAUTIFUl bond mode whilel 
wimighl Iron inhie .'14x76 with Bronee 
(Inied gloii lop, II99.S0, greenhooie 
g.at*. 1k*i«l, 3uc per (wne, 9744 Tt.ifd 







MERRITT. Developmeni property ■ 
Inil Fryod kervice • rental propurnet, 
Act now bclore the booiril Conlodi 
Sun Volley Really, Box 640, Merrill, 
lll,C,V0«2(10.PlKme3?B.a25l. 4-1
K.O.A. ' C4,MPnilOUIHD ihnwing 
excelleisi relurni, ecenlc Iweilon 
Trtmi Cnnndla Highway, 110 iliet, 
ream, 1« , ••parvd ■ • piKd, iloi*. 
tecteollon room, Wrlle fio* HftJ, 
Reveltioke. B C. V0(2S0. 4d
I WOUID UKI to exprett my tincere 
apprerlnllnn In Iho nur*o* ol Unit 2, 
and tiall of the Saanich Peninsula 
Ho*pllnl lor their klndnei* during my 
recent *lay there, A tpeclol Ihpnk
.0 my l»!.»,..d* -srvl Inr
their many act* oi kindneii and good 
vvlirhei; Edith Colledge.
NEED A oivORCIt Forlteeinlo omi 
proletilonal, toil, InexpenHve
i,l,v.rir,,t . duhiy.tud ewniurt
Voncouver Olvotre Servlte, FB, 1734 
We»i Broadwoy, Voncouver, B,C, V6J 
lYI , t(ileffrone736.26a4. 4-2
The leiNSt e( ell teerntofii I* the 








2113 James White !!!vd.
SIDNEY 
I.1H2 .sq. ft.. .3 Udrms., 2 
huihs, double drlvc-ln 
garage. I‘atiu and siindeck. 
TIu'rmo pane windows, 
cedar siding, large lot. 
S69,ft00.(W 
MuHmun Ikv. Ltd. 
656-2040




Two of the finest residential 
view lots in the area provide 
spectacular panoramic 
views of Sidney, the Gulf 
Islands, Mt. Baker, and 
more ■ fully serviced with 
sewers, storm drains, 
unUcrgrouiul wiring, water, 
etc. And priced to sell - 
don't miss YOUR op- 
portimiiy to build and live 
in this prc.stlgeous area. 
LotJ/54 $4] ,500.00
!.otW55 '









Qiialiiy Iniill 1278 sq. ft. 
Iiomc, with l.(X)0 sq. fl. 
finished in bu.scinenl. Tlircc 
hcdiooins, 2'/i batlis, one 
block from ocean on quiet 
cul-dc-sac. Ollier features 
ncliide slutke roofs, used 




CEPIX ScItnlUl* roquira lurnl*h«d 
(Kcommodatlon lor Jun» > Sopi., 
1979, 2-4 badroom horn**, Pralar 
SlrJnoy oroa, Pbona 656-3431 or 656. 
4521 bolwoonfli30a.m. Io4i30p,m. 
4-2
Pay for North Saanich 
council members came up 
again Monday night hut 
council members tabled the 
issue again to await 
directives from the Minister 
of Municipal Affairs on pay 
scales based on municipa 
populations.
Alderman Bob Thom 
pson said he found the 
subject of council in 
dcmnitics quite distasteful
MllMlIlilMlWlWrMm^ <U
but at the same time didn’t! 
ike the inequitie,s that' 
presently existed. !
OBITUARY
For nil apiioliilmeni lo view 
cull 656-3159 anytime.
TOY STORE 
IN SIDNEY , 
Showing exccllcnl ret urns, 
til cal poicniial, cliildron 
lovers only need apply. ImiII 
puicliasc price $7.,500.00. 
plusS.A.C.
6795-6805 VEY A NESS 
INDUSTRIAL AREA 
TWIN WAREHOUSES 
9,824 sq. fl, each. Concrete block on 







BKi riSH AMliRlCAN 
lUIALTY LTD.
■ ■ 14
ONI IIDROOM APTS. Larg«, by lira
wolor oil WblKi nirrb Hood, Prlr.a 
179,000,00, Pbon*656.1616. 3-2
PRODUCING FARM 
4.81 acre farm. Vcyancss Road, 
Cherries, pear, plum, apple, rasp., 
straw, liillo and loganberries, that you 
can .sell from busy roadside stand. 
Bullance of acreage can be for organic 
veg. Two BR cottage, outbuildings, 2 
tractors, spray and irrigation equip­




SIDNEY OR BRENTWOOD 
HAVE PURCHASER INTERESTED
IN obtaining business on
PENlNSUl-A.
ONE lOTi In Sidnay, on qul*d eul-di, 
lo«, son. X l4b h, 110,500, 656 2638, 
SO-tl
-WWW'
12 lol* on higirwoy, lawn wolrir, 
T|inb»r»d, 1/3 und*r tulilyoHon, 
»oti»d tomrntrtlol. B y»or old bom*, 
4,non *qiint» ln«» I’m twollnnr* l(4»nl 
lor moi*l, touniry Hub, r*«orl, rr*nr 
Fttnc* k((f>*(t t»try larminnl, 
1300 000, P.O. Box 11, Pari Hmdy, 
»C VOW2PO 4.1







Smart people start at the bottom and 
work up and there's no place belter than 
this cosy little ne,st for only $32,0()0. Let 
us launch you into ihe jucrniive field of 
rcalc.statc investment,
. LARGE 4-LEY EL 
SPLIT
Beautiful Brentwood. Over 2,000 sq. ft, 
living space incl. 4 bdims., 3 baths, 
.spacious l.R and DR, fnm. room, pool 




New 2 bdrm no basement home. Huge 
master bdrm with walk-ln closet and 
shower ensnite. A most unique floor 
plan. Excellent workmanship and 
maicrinls, Privacy in your back yard 
provided by Buichait Grdens green belt.
V BUBBLING BROOK 
Bordering this 2 year old home with 
pfirk-IIVe scuinfr. Only minuies uwny 
from maritias, schools and .shopping 
centre. 4 bdrms, 2 baths. Offered at 
$65,900,
■ DOLORES MUMS 
652-273$ 477-0141 - Pager im
FERNCOLOMRIN 
479 0229 477-0141 - Pager 714
iiAnvEYMEimirr
595-7672 477-0141 - Pager 55!
i:
POWELL
Glen Povyell, passed 
away Jan, 12, .1979, at! 
Vernon Jubilee Hospital.! 
Born at Olds, Alberta,! 
March 5, 1926. He was,a; 
resident of Vernon for only; 
a few months and prior to; 
that was in the extended; 
Care Ward of Shuswap' 
Lake General Hospital, 
Salmon Arm. He is sur­
vived by his step mother 
Cora Powell in Alberta, 8 
brothers, Elmer and Floyd 
of Sorrento, B.C,, Albert, 
Clarence, Ben and Tom of 
Victoria, Ralph of Sookc, 
B.C., and Harry of Por­
tland, Oregon. Funeral 
Services were held from the* 
Chapel of Bowers Funerar 
Home, Snlmoii Arm, B.C..' 
on Jan. 16, 1979 with 
Pastor David Ellis of-, 
ficiuiing. Interment 
followed at Mt, Ida. 
Cemetery, Pallbearers were 
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-Now specializing in 
Tinishing carpentry, 
cabinets and bnilt-ins, 







additions - no job too 
small.










Renovations - Concrete 
Placing - Driveways - 
Patios - Walkways. 
656-3881
New Homes
Renovations. Cabinets and 
other types of woodwork
NIELSEN & NIELSEN 
656-3143
' •' LOWEN CONST.
RENOVATIONS 
CUSTOM ' \ . 
HOMES
656-4132 656-4127

















All typos brick and block work,
. now llroplocei or ropolr your old 
ono — no |ob too tmoll,
656*5091











1864 .lohn Rd, 
656-2692
























Hot Water Heating 



























Follow Canora to Airport 
Industrial area entrance and then 
follow signs to Gov't Air Services 
Branch. Wo are right opposite.











“Big or small 
we will Do them all’
Sidney Rotovating
Ploughing, Levelling, 
Fence Posts, Digging, 50 













10651 McDonald Park Rd. 
656-2127 Sidney




BACK FILLING ■ LOADIE'G 
SEPTIC TANKS 
FILTER BEDS 








Tuesday & Wednesday 
9 o.m. to2 p.m. 
Thursday & Friday 
9 o.m. to 5 p.m.
Irwin Industries Ltd.
5" continuous gutter, and 











It va l- WOKK 
\1 \V WORK 






22 years plumbing 
experience in B.C.





































THE CENTRAL SAANICH 
MOBILE LOCKSMITH


















Alteraiidns, ^ i" 
Ask for ‘Heinz’
H.C. Plumbing 


























Her new position as 
chairman of the Saanich 
school board is an in­
teresting challenge, says 
l.ois Walsh but it is going to 
bea tough year.
One of the toughest 
problems will be the 
budget. The government is 
catling for ri.scal restraint 
setting a 5 per cent 
quideline for teachers have 
already settled for a 6.5 per 
cent increase plus $250 
which, Walsh says, works 
out to 8 percent.
“As long as we have 
compulsory arbitration we 
can’t do much about that,” 
Walsh said.
“Then we have CUPE 
negotiations coming up 
Port Alberni got 16 per cent 
and it’s difficult to go into 
negotiations with that on 
our minds, but we have to 
try for a good settlement, 
she said.
“Mr. Wolfe was carefu 
with the way he set down 
his guidelines. The budget 
will be something for the 
board and whole municipa 
council to deal with.
Mrs. Walsh says she
hasn’t decided herself how 
to cope with the guidelines, 
but said “We just can’t cut 
the number of teachers; we 
have to think of the 
student-teacher ratio.
“The government is 
setting restrictions on 
school boards, who must 
make budget decisions, and 
then answer to the tax­
payers. The school board is 
caught in the middle”, 
Walsh .says.
“Roughly 88 per cent of 
the budget is made up of 
salaries”, she said, “and 
it’s difficult to come up 
with measureable savings 
with the remaining 22 per 
cent. Janitorial cleaners, 
and paper have gone up 6 
per cent and these are things 
we have to buy.”
The government is 
decreasing its share of 
education costs. It cut it by 
two mills over last year 
which means taxpayers pay 
more and more.
But, despite all the 
problems, Saanich has 
developed a super core 
curriculum and Walsh says 
she has no complaints
about it.
“We are leaders in the 
area of middle schools,” 
she said. “In a middle 
school, including grades 6, 
7 and 8, you cover the 
required core curriculum 
plus more hours to take 
electives.”
North Saanich school 
pioneered this project 
which runs on a scme.ster 
system. Students take the 
required core subjects plus 
a choice of electives in­
cluding the sciences, 
reading .skills and physical 
education.
“Saanich School Board is 
turning out graduates that 
can hold their own against 
any in the province, she 
said.
“I don’t believe our 
schools are turning out 
students with lower 
standards. We can’t expect 
every student to write the 
perfect essay. 1 think 
schools are doing the best 
they can. We provide the 
best possible education 
without a heavy burden to 
the taxpayers.
Successful Cancer Forum 
Held In Legion Hall ■
SIDNEY WELDING 
& FABRICATION
stool R Aluminum Mig Welding 







. SPECIALIZING IN CHILD 




Mdrlna'Aufo BiDiiNity Glass 
Window Glass • Mirrors : 
Windshields Instoilo^t ' 
Insuronce Claims ' 
Promptly Handled
9786 Second St. 
656-I3I3
APEX STEEL LTD.
tOMl’I.riE BOILLR REPAIRS 
Rl IU8I • DESCALE ■ INSIALL 





■;/ ' SIDNEY, B.C. ' :
■■6S6-^22':\.\';';::'^-'''"-'
:t:'--vP.J..HYLAND







PROFESSIONAL DRVCLEANING t LAUNDRY SERVICE 
MENS AND UDIES ALTERATIONS AND REPAIRS DONE ON THE PREMISES
20% OFF ANY DRAPERY CLEANING TILL FEB. 28/79 
7120 W. SAANICH RD.
IN TKE BRENTWOOD VILUGE SQUARE
p-











Windows • Floors 





SINGER SEWING MACHINE 
SALES* SERVICE Rep«l«iloAny
Call Make of Machine.
Calvin W. Sever 











Service 5I.HVt YOU ill 1 ILK
KDN'SSCRTiCTANK
Garhagc Disposal SERVICE LTD,
Serving Sidney, Central Wo tlmifLMintlc innks, luiiikiir oil





FACTORY CERTIFIED MECHANIC ON DUTY 
Also OMC * Volve Repalrh 
656-1221









Industrial - Residential 
Commercial Wiring
Poles and line Work
Quality 
Wnrkinanship 






OnvnrnnuiiLl tofllllocl locltnlclan 
with 09 years tiKfjinlnmo In 








JSIO BtiKOn Avo., 
SIdnty, R.C,
Wood A Fiberulassltui'ralr 













Oulbuurds (iridSiiuill Ctigimis 
Rrignlrs lo All Makoit
J300 Coimo Cove Rood 
R H, 3, Sidney, n.C.
V01.TX9.
Phone (/(04) 656 5031
ELLIOrr AGAlJtT
chartered AaounloilH 
7169 W«»l Sricinldt Ronrt. V 




More than 40 interested 
people turned out on 
Monday night at a public 
forum which was held as 
part of the Canadian 
Cancer Society’s ongoing 
educational program for 
the Saanich Peninsula.
The meeting, held by the 
Sidney and North Saanich 
unit of the society was held 
in the Royal Canadian 
Legion hall, Mills Road.
Two films were shown 
and answers to many 
questions were provided by 
Dr. Jean Izatt and other 
physicians and by Wilfred 
Burton, Vancouver Island 
field officer for the society 
and newly elected prestdent 
J. HarveyCurrie, 633 
Towner I^rlc Road.
It is e.stimated that the 
1979 year will see about 
80,0{X) newly diagnosed 
cases of cancer across 
Canada; with ap­
proximately 44% of these 
being diagnosed as ter­
minal, or high risk patients 
with limited life expectancy.
In a more positive vein, 
56% of all cancer patients 
survive indefinitely, and 
the earlier the diagnosis the 
better the chances arc for 
successful trealment. Many 
cancers arc feU to be highly 
treatable if caught soon 
enough, and are quite 
positive on this matter, 
“The Medical
Associations and Socictys 
feel lhat ihc mortality rate 
being experienced from this 
disease could be reduced 
dramaiically” said Currie, 
“possibly down lo 20% or 
less... if the general public, 
men and women, would 
practice .self examination 
procedures, and report any 
early warning symptoms 
immediately to their 
doctors for diagnosis.
Unforttmaicly, too many 
people still fear a possible 
cancer diagnosis when 
something unusual occurs 
such as bleeding or 
(lischurge, etc., and Icnring 
the worst, delay in gelling il 
analy,scd by ivprofessional. 
As a rcsuil, there Is often a 
time delay ihut only lends 
tir make the situation 
deteriorate. Cancer Is a 
wiTrd ... not a sentence
and our mes.sagc 
.simple as that”.
IS as Ignorance and
“This is a first for our 
community” Mr. Currie 
.said, “and long overdue. I 
think it will help a lot of 
people to shed not only any 
ignorance they have of the 
disease, but also some of 
their fears. I say this 
re.spect fully, but in all 
hone.sty. One of the biggest 
problems we face in the 
fight against cancer, from 
our educational standpoint 
within the Society . arid by 
the medical profession in 
their work; are those two
things . 
fear.
“Once we get the 
message across” he con­
tinued, “and: have it ac­
cepted thtit cancer is a 
disease that can be suc­
cessfully treated if caught 
in the early stages, then we 
will be achieving one of our 
educational goals. The key 
to early detection is per­
sonal awareness, to have 
any concerns you may have 
regarding your personal ; 
health checked out early by 
your phy.sician ... don’t 
delay in the.se matters” 
Currie said.





FRIDAY; 9 a.m., centre 
open, cards,: library, 
billiards, morning coffee, 
afternoon tea.
MONDAY - 10 a.m., 
dance for fun, billiards, 
quilting, decorator paints; 
noon, lunch; 1:30 ceramics; 
1:30, swim club; 2, films; 
7:30, bingo.
TUESDAY - 9:30,
lapidary; 10, Rag Basket 
Weaving, Serenaders 
Practice, painting; noon, 
iinch; 1, whist, crochet, 
apidary, painting; 7, 
shufllcbourd & games.
WEDNESDAY - 10
a.m., novelties & rug 
hooking; noon, hot dinner; 
1, mah-jongg; discussion 
group; 2, concert with Nan 
Bowers Melodears; 7,
duplicate bridge; talk arid j
slides of Miracle killer 
whale.''.':'' '
THURSDAY - 9:30, 
lapidary; 10, weaving; 
c a r p e t bq w 1 i n g; n 00 n, 
lunch; 2, bridge; 1:30, 
dressmaking; 7, crib.
FRIDAY - 10 bcadwork, 
keep fit; Senior ceramics, 
quilting; noon, lunch; 1, 
creative writing; 1:30,.Silver;
T” Bells practice, stretch 
and sew; 2, Jacko; 7, 
evening cards. .
SATURDAY & SUN­
DAY - open for drop-ins. 
Tickets on sale for 
Valentines Day trip to Van. 





Bela Sigma Phi sorority 
will hold its annual 
Valentine dance on 
February 10 at the Air 
Cadet Hall, Tickets arc five 
dollars per person and may 
be obtained from any 
member of the sorority or 
fro Villa Shoes In Sidney. 
Dance will begin at 9 p.m, 
and conilnue until T a.m. 




Mr. and Mrs. E. Bath, 
Fourth St., cntcrlaincd atri 
family dinner on Tuesday 
cveninB .Innuary 16, in 
honour of Claude Johnson 
who Celebrated his 79th 
birthday.
Baldwin Re-Elected 
To Fire Chief Post
Residents 
Trmsferred 
Lyle, Lynn, Lon 
Lcannc and Larne 
from the North Della area 
in Vancouver were over to 
the Island to visit ihcli 
families and friends during 
the holiday season. Lyle 
was rnnsferred in 
November to the Sidney 
Ficlghl Office in Van­
couver. They were former 
residents of Mills Uoud for 
the past ten years,
T.R. SKITT
Ei.i:a RICIAN
25 years experU'iieo 
Rcsldenlial, Commercial 
liulusirial
Rewiring, electric heating 
Repairs, Applirrno'' 
Connections
“No.fob Too Small” 
65f..5604
SERVICE 1 CMNierNYAl 11 tSRVICI 1
A/74NJV, MOUISON 
ACO.




M l'hlllironl<« Shlnyofd.uH, 1








Mi« Cl.i'iu*im, Samt'IJrain, 
JRorl., Gro»*l . Movy JilvA, *♦#•! 
Culv«rti„
656-5555
ROY'S AI.MIAY MARINE SERVICES l.'l D., 
223KIIurhmirRd.-Sidney 
Miff* 6S6-")U23
IAC IORY AUTIIOni/ED 
O.M.C. STERN ,'DRIVE - 
EVINRUDE OUTBOARDS. . MERCIUIESER 
STERN DRIVE. ..











rc-clecicd to the 
lop po.st by the mcmbcfs of 
Sidney Volunteer Fire 
Department, for 1979*80 
received a pal on the back 
for his work by members of 
Sidney Town Cmmcll at 
Monday night's meeting 
Also thanked and 
congratulated were the 
members of his department.
Council was told that the 
back-up ambulance In use 
In Sidney had been replaced 
by a newer model which 
wasmofCBaiistucioiy.
The fire chiefs mxtri for 
1978 recorded 48 fire calls 
during year, 370 ambulance
calls and seven false alarms 
Fire loss In the Sidney area 
only wa.s estimated at 
$70,000.
Membership of the 
department remained at 30 
with two members, Kevin 
Murray and Dave Dean, 
le.wing and two members, 
Ron Bath and Tom Cook, 
joining the department.
The new truck received 
caily in 197ft was in full 
service in February and had 
proved satisfactory, the 
leiKn t stated. MaintemMice 
to ,ovet the year
was minimal and all 
equipment mn in good 
condition.
Snanlcli Scliool Dlslrlcl 
was formed in 1869 and 
William Tiirgoose gave n 
piece of land for the school 
to be built on, ’Ihis was the 
fiisi public school in 
Siumicli.
In 19S3 40.0W cmlcs ;of 
sirawhci lies, 8,000 crates of 
Ingflii berries and some 200 
crates of aspberrIcs VYCie 
shipped to the f rallies, 
Gross sales of the 
Saanich Fruit GrOwerfi* 
Association In 1938
amounted to $3$0,000,
♦ * , ♦ " " ' •
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No. 2. Frozen. $1 flQ
Whole or Half.„_„lb. 1 3
Spareribs
Pork Side. Small.
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^ J
Granulated. ' ^
,: -■ -:■'■■ ■ Vr"':V' ■'
'I .. . . ) . - , , ^
'v, ■; V, ,,:;.v.:,„■;,. .■,
•-.- , , ••■•-.■-:, .v.- 'Bei-air.
Frozen ebiicentrate« 
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ti)' I,-
M tish rooms
★ Sliced ★Button ★Whole 
Your Choice 10 oz. Tin_ _ _ _
Taste Tells.















Koban Blue. All Purpose Grind. 1 lb. Pkg.—-
..... ............ ......
Taste Tolls
★ Beans with Pork ★ Spaghetti with Tomato Sauce
★ teSte... Ch.i» .4 fl, ... .ins
tins 4^ 
for★ French Style Green Beans
■i
Mexican.. Fijian. .lb.
Wednesday to Saturday, Jan. 24 to Jan 27
Saio9 In Retail Quantities Only
yMA
O A N A D A B A F E W A V 1.1 M I T H D
